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3D Modelling of Faulting and Intrusion of the Nevado del 

Ruiz Volcano, Colombia 

Chelsea Arlette M. Cervantes 

May 2019 

 
Abstract 

 

The Nevado del Ruiz stratovolcano is located in the Northern Andes Mountain 

Range of Colombia. The area has been evaluated for its geothermal potential for 

the past decade. Geothermal energy, once implemented, has been proven to be a 

stable source of baseload energy. However, geothermal projects are often classified 

as high-risk since geothermal prospects maintain uncertainties in regard to 

subsurface characterization and quantification of resource potential. Test drilling 

is a direct method to mitigate these uncertainties and gain robust information about 

a geothermal prospect, however drilling requires high upfront capital cost with no 

guarantee of favorable outcomes. A useful, emerging tool in efforts to decrease 

geothermal project risk prior to drilling and enhance confidence in decision-

making is 3D modelling. Subsurface 3D modelling provides a platform for the 

integration of geoscientific data collected during the exploration phase of a 

geothermal project into a dynamic visualization to assess the geothermal system. 

This includes georeferenced data obtained from remote sensing, geological, 

geophysical and geochemical surveys. The resulting model becomes accessible for 

evaluation from different industry domains, facilitating understanding of the 

resource. Leapfrog Geothermal is a modelling software created by Seequent that 

provides these capabilities. The purpose of this work is to create the best possible 

3D subsurface visualization for the Nevado del Ruiz geothermal prospect using 

Leapfrog Geothermal. A variety of models were created for the Nevado del Ruiz 

and surrounding area and are built on publicly available geoscientific data of the 

denoted area of study. The 3D geological model of the Nevado del Ruiz was used 

as the base model in which a permeability and conceptual model were extracted. 

This enabled the visualization of multiple working hypotheses for the Nevado del 

Ruiz geothermal system. The resulting models show the stage of surface 

exploration of the Nevado del Ruiz and indicate that facets of the geothermal 

system are not yet fully understood. The results suggest that further studies and 

data are required to enhance the usefulness of the model and for the overall 

progression of the project. 
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Þrívíddarlíkan af misgengjum og innskotum í Nevado del 

Ruiz eldfjallinu, Kólumbíu 

Chelsea Arlette M. Cervantes 

Maí 2019 

 
Útdráttur 

 

Nevado del Ruiz er eldkeila, staðsett í Norður-Andesfjöllum Kólumbíu. Svæðið 

umhverfis Nevado Del Ruiz hefur verið rannsakað með það markmið að nýta jarðhita 

á svæðinu síðastliðin áratug. Þrátt fyrir að jarðhiti sé vel þekktur orkugjafi og þyki 

henta mjög vel sem grunnálagsorkugjafi eru jarðhitaverkefni flokkuð sem áhættusöm 

verkefni, sér í lagi vegna óvissu um eðli og stærð auðlindarinnar sem og vegna mikils 

grunnkostnaðar fyrir fyrstu framleiðslu. Til þess að draga úr áhættu og auka 

samtúlkun gagna hefur færst í aukana að byggja þrívíð (3D) líkön af 

rannsóknarsvæðum. Þrívíð líkön eru vettvangur til þess að samtúlka jarðvísindaleg 

rannsóknargögn með sjónrænni aðferð sem eykur skilning á jarðhitakerfinu. 

Markmið þessarar rannsóknar er að búa til 3D líkan og „conceptual“ líkan fyrir 

Nevado del Ruiz sem sýnir mögulega stærð jarðhitavæðisins.  Til þess var notast við 

forritið Leapfrog Geothermal, forrit hannað til þess að útbúa þrívíð jarðhitalíkön. 

Þetta þrívíða líkan er byggt á opinberum gögnum sem til eru fyrir rannsóknarsvæðið. 

Þrívíddar líkanið af Nevado del Ruiz jarðhitasvæðinu var notað sem grunnur að líkani 

fyrir lekt og „conceptual“  líkan, þar sem margar jarðfræði-, jarðeðlisfræði- og 

jarðefnafræðilegar tilgátur voru sýndar fyrir Nevado del Ruiz jarðhitakerfið. Líkanið 

gefur til kynna stöðu rannsókna á Nevado del Ruiz jarðhitakerfinu og að það þurfi 

frekari rannsóknir til þess að skilja kerfið fullkomnlega, þannig gæti notagildi 

líkansins aukist og á sama tíma framvinda þessa verkefnis. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION  1  

  

 
 

1Introduction 

The aim of this study is to integrate the publicly available geological, geochemical and 

geophysical data of the Nevado del Ruiz geothermal system to create a 3D visualization 

using Leapfrog Geothermal, a modelling software by Seequent. The 3D model enables the 

assessment of the relationships between the faulting, magmatic system, and seismicity of the 

Nevado del Ruiz Volcano (NRV), and provides a means to make a hypothesis of the 

subsurface permeability structure of the study area. This will provide a basis to develop a 

conceptual model of the Nevado del Ruiz geothermal system. Overall, the 3D model is used 

as a tool to incorporate and visualize current hypothesis of the NRV, identify knowledge 

gaps within the integrated data, and to assess the exploration stage of the project. 

To understand the relevance of geothermal in Colombia and the interest in the NRV, the 

country’s sociopolitical landscape and physical geography will be briefly described. This 

will set the context of the study, and of the compilation and evaluation of existing data.  

 

The study area is an extension of an area of previous heat transfer studies [1] [2] [3]. 

This area (Figure 1.1) covers 1026 km2 and encompasses a majority of the important fault 

systems and thermal manifestations in the Nevado del Ruiz area. At this time, there are no 

other publicly available 3D geological models or conceptual models of the chosen area. The 

resulting 3D model is dynamic and can be updated using Leapfrog modelling software as 

more information becomes available. The model can also be the basis for more detailed 

conceptual, 3D modelling and numerical modelling. 

 

Figure 1.1 The study area of this work in reference to the rest of 

Colombia, denoted by the red rectangle. 



2  CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

   

Chapter 2 

2Background 

 Introduction 

Energy industries around the world are at present undergoing one of the most important 

transitions since the Industrial Revolution. The introduction of electricity began an 

increasing dependence on fossil fuels up until present day. As the negative effects of the 

long-term use of conventional energy sources become more prevalent every passing year, 

countries are increasingly looking to invest in renewable sources of baseload energy. With 

the help of global agreements towards a more sustainable future such as the Kyoto Protocol 

of 2005, and the Paris Agreement of 2016, the number of renewable energy initiatives will 

only increase worldwide [4] [5]. 

 

Latin America is a prime example of a large and growing sector of the world economy. 

Over the past decade Latin America has become more active in implementing renewable 

energy technologies [6]. Colombia in particular is aiming to increase its involvement with 

regards to deploying more renewable energy [7]. With this has come a growing awareness 

of the country’s energy sources. Colombia has abundant mineral, oil and gas resources, and 

the country generates most of its electricity from hydroelectric resources. While this is 

considered a renewable source, it leaves electricity generation vulnerable to drought. In 

order to increase energy security, Colombia has been encouraging research into wind power, 

biofuels and geothermal generation, thereby diversifying their sources of energy [8]. 

 

In the past decade, Colombian energy companies have taken interest in adding 

geothermal energy to their generation mix. There is currently no electricity generation from 

geothermal sources in Colombia, but there is potential associated with areas of active 

volcanism within the country [9]. The Nevado del Ruiz volcano, an active stratovolcano 

within the Andes mountain chain, is an area of high interest. Both local energy companies 

such as CHEC and ISAGEN, and local and foreign academia have taken great interest in 

learning more about the energy potential of this volcano. 

 

 Country Background: Colombia 

Colombia is located in the northwestern tip of South America, bordered by Venezuela to 

the east, Brazil, Peru and Ecuador to the south, and Panama to the north. It also has two 

coastal borders; the Pacific in the west and the Caribbean in the north (Figure 2.1). The 

country is divided into thirty-two administrative departments, and the capital of the country 

is Bogotá, a city nearing eleven million inhabitants, located in the Cundinamarca department 

[10]. As of January 2018, the population of Colombia is greater than forty-nine million and 

is forecasted to increase in the next thirty years to close to fifty-five million [11]. Despite 
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Colombia’s unstable history with colonialism, internal conflict and illegal drug trade, the 

growth of GDP in Colombia has been constant, and the country’s economy has grown to the 

fourth largest in Latin America behind Brazil, Mexico and Argentina [12] [13]. 

 

Colombia is renowned for its production and worldwide export of coffee, but also exotic, 

tropical fruit that is both cultivated through farming, and grown naturally in untouched 

rainforest ecosystems. Its landscape could best be described as a mixture of rainforests and 

mountain ranges, as Colombia is home to the Northern portion of the Andes Mountain range. 

Colombia’s unique terrain, along with its location near the equator, allows the creation of 

immense diversity in climates, vegetation, ecosystems, and organisms [14]. As a result, 

Colombia is home to abundant plant and animal life. As of 2002, there were over 300 species 

of mammals, 700 species of birds, and over 51,000 species of plants discovered throughout 

the country, and more are being discovered as the flora and fauna of the country is further 

explored [15]. With the Andes mountains dominating Colombia’s landscape, the country is 

also the setting for a complex drainage system, and is home to many river channels, the most 

important being the Cauca and Magdalena rivers [15].  Colombia’s economy is also 

flourishing and gaining higher global reputation each passing year. It is based on industries 

such as agriculture, fishing, forestry, mining, textiles, global trade, energy and power [15]. 
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Figure 2.1 The location of Colombia in South America, showing the regional 

departments and the Andes Mountain Range [118] 
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 Current Energy Situation in Colombia 

2.3.1 General Framework, Distribution and Transmission 

Colombia’s electricity production is dominated by hydroelectricity (69.5%), while fossil 

fuels contribute almost all the remainder (29.6%) of the total generation [8]. In addition to 

hydroelectricity, the country has also begun to include wind energy to its energy mix with 

the Jepirachi Wind Farm pilot project (included in “Other” in Figure 2.2). In 2014, 70.2 

GWh of electricity from wind power was generated from this project, showing promising 

potential for wind energy in Colombia and accounting for 0.1% of the country’s total net 

generating capacity in 2010-2014 [8]. Most of the energy that is produced in Colombia is 

used for the manufacturing industry (47%), followed by the mining industry (21%), then 

followed by energy use by the general community (11%) [8]. 

 

The energy policy framework of Colombia experienced a major shift in the mid-90s. Due 

to a need of increased energy capacity that the government was not able to support at the 

time, privatization of the Colombian energy market took place in 1995, allowing for private 

operation and financing within the energy sector [16]. This turned Colombia into one of the 

most open markets in the world, translating into opportunities for local and foreign 

investments alike. Currently, local power generation is led by the companies EPM, 

EMGESA, ISAGEN, and CELSIA, which are private electricity generation companies [8] 

[17]. The Ministry of Mines and Energy (MME) is a government organization that holds the 

responsibilities of creating the national energy policies of Colombia [12]. There are six 

major entities directed by the MME, including: The Mining and Energy Planning Unit 

(UPME), The Energy and Gas Regulatory Commission (CREG), The Planning and 

Promotion Institute for Energy Solutions to non-interconnected zones (IPSE), The National 

Figure 2.2 Energy generation in Colombia from 2014. 

Modified from PROCOLOMBIA (2015) [8] 
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Hydrocarbons Agency (ANH), The National Mining Agency (ANM), and the Colombian 

Geological Service (SGC) [12].  Another important organization in structuring Colombia’s 

energy mix is The Ministry of Environment and Sustainable Development.  This ministry is 

a public entity defining the National Environmental Policy which promotes the use, 

exploitation and management of renewable natural resources to ensure sustainable 

development [18].  Lastly, ANLA (Autoridad Nacional de Licencias Ambientales) and 

Corporaciones Regionales are entities which provide the environmental license to develop 

energy projects, such as a geothermal [19] [20].  The MME, Ministry of Environment and 

Sustainable Development, and organizations such as ANLA and Corporaciones Regionales 

directly affect geothermal development, implementation, utilization, and all policies 

surrounding geothermal energy. 

 

Energy transmission is managed by the National Interconnected System (NIS), also 

known as the Colombian National Transmission System (STN) [8] [10]. This system is made 

up of eleven companies, the largest being Interconexión Eléctrica, which is government-

controlled and controls 83% of the electricity transmission market [10]. The entire 

transmission system runs across the country, connecting 48% of the Colombia’s land and 

supplying electricity to 96% of the population [8]. The transmission system currently has an 

interconnection with Ecuador and two with Venezuela, and Colombia is looking to expand 

the system in the near future, with plans to connect to Panama towards the end of 2019 [10] 

[8]. The completion of this interconnection project would successfully connect the entire 

north west region of South America, and with this expanded energy market may bring a 

demand for increased energy generation capacity in Colombia. Responding to this potential 

need, Colombia has 110 power generation projects underway in hydro and thermal, but also 

four wind projects and one solar project [8]. 

 

2.3.2 Hydroelectricity 

In 2014, hydroelectric power represented approximately 70% of the country’s total 

energy generation [8]. Colombia contains plenty of river systems that contain over thirty 

hydroelectric plants each producing more than 10 MWe, with more in the planning stage. 

Between the years of 2014 – 2018, the production of electricity from hydropower was 

expected to increase by 5,443 GWh per month, due to new hydro projects (Figure 2.3) [8]. 

Hydroelectricity is categorized as a renewable and sustainable energy source that is clean, 

safe, and cost-competitive, especially in the situation of Colombia where the technology and 

methodology is well established [21]. While this may be true, the implementation of 

hydroelectricity has potentially serious drawbacks. Included would be the high upfront 

capital cost of hydroelectricity and costly dam and infrastructure issues, as seen with 

Colombia’s most recent and upcoming hydropower venture, the Ituango Hydroelectric 

Power Project [22] [23]. However, the most concerning long-term impacts are the concerns 

regarding water usage and environmental effects [21]. 
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2.3.3 Fossil Fuels 

After hydroelectricity, fossil fuels are the second most commonly used resource for 

electricity generation in Colombia. Colombia is the largest coal producer in all of South 

America and the continent’s third-largest oil producer, behind Venezuela and Brazil [24]. 

Thus, coal and natural gas are the main resources used for thermal power generation. The 

Colombian national oil company, Ecopetrol, is the largest oil and gas producer in the 

country, accounting for around 70% of the total production of oil in Colombia. Diesel is 

used to fuel majority of the transportation sector and is used for electricity for 52% of the 

country’s area that are not connected to the National Interconnected System (NIS) [8]. The 

usage of diesel in the transportation sector accounts for around 3% of total power demand 

in Colombia, and accounts for less than 1% of the entire thermal power generation of the 

country based on 2013 statistics [8]. 

Figure 2.3 Locations of Colombia’s current hydroelectric systems 

(above). Upcoming expansion of hydroelectric power plants (below) 

[8] (UPME. Expansion plan and reference, p. 272.) 
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2.3.4 Climate and Climate Change 

Because the success of hydroelectricity is ultimately determined by the level of rainfall 

and the amount of sunlight that is experienced in the area of implementation, it is important 

to plan a plant where weather patterns are expected to be stable. Under normal conditions, 

hydroelectric reservoirs in Colombia are replenished by two rainy seasons every year [8]. 

Although Colombia’s close geographical proximity to the equator results in a generally 

tropical and isothermal climate, the effects of climate change may be beginning to 

destabilize Colombia’s natural weather system [14]. 

 

An example is the natural phenomenon known as “El Niño” and “La Niña”. Both occur 

as a result of fluctuations and anomalies in the world’s ocean currents, particularly known 

as the El Niño Southern Oscillation, or “ENSO”, that occurs over the Pacific and Atlantic 

Oceans [25]. Seasonal cross-correlation analyses in both 2001 and 2011 confirm that El Niño 

produces prolonged dry seasons, while La Niña produces the opposing effect during the wet 

seasons in the Colombian Andes [26] [27]. 

 

In the case of Colombia, it is El Niño that can be particularly devastating. During El 

Niño, oceans that are warmer than average in the equatorial Pacific region cause dry air to 

sink in the north of South America, exactly where Colombia is situated [28]. This can cause 

extreme drought for the country during El Niño periods, drastically affecting both the water 

and energy supply for local populations and all industries. In the El Niño drought of 1991-

92, prolonged electricity shortages caused by the drought resulted in the loss of close to $1 

billion to the national economy [25]. An article written in “Colombia Reports” in October 

2015 described the current state of the country during one of the most recent El Niño 

episodes, where water deficits were expected to exceed 60% in the months where the country 

usually expected the most rainfall [29]. With these intense periods of extreme drought 

induced by El Niño, local and global food, water and energy systems are compromised. 

 

What might this mean for the energy systems of Colombia? With extreme droughts that 

have recently been characterizing El Niño periods and could continue to do so in the future, 

water security in the country will always be an issue [30]. To add to the concern, the 

fluctuation of annual precipitation patterns due to climate instability negatively impact the 

efficiency of hydroelectric systems [14]. This poses a great impending present and future 

risk to the country’s economy and in particular its energy stability, especially with more 

hydroelectric energy projects on their way to construction [8]. 

 

2.3.5 Geothermal Energy 

The implementation of other renewable energies would allow the hedging of some of the 

risks that are presented from solely relying on hydropower; diversification of energy sources 

would increase the country’s energy security [12]. Geothermal is a renewable and reliable 

energy source that once implemented, is extremely stable as it is available all year round and 

not affected by weather [31]. Although geothermal powerplants may pose some visual 

impact, its environmental footprint is considered smaller relative to other renewable energies 

[32]. Geothermal energy implementation typically requires significantly less land compared 

to hydropower, solar and biomass, and throughout the stages of the geothermal project the 

land requirements tend to decrease once the powerplant is operational [32]. The creation of 
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dams and reservoirs often essential for hydropower systems require a large amount of land 

and pose a significant risk to the environment as the artificial redirection of water can 

significantly alter and potentially destroy a number of ecosystems. This is a great concern 

because as mentioned previously, Colombia is a country that is teeming with various forms 

of flora and fauna not found elsewhere in the world and thus need to be protected. It is one 

of the major factors that give Colombia its identity as a country and is a backbone for many 

of the country’s agricultural industries such as coffee and exotic fruit. It is important that all 

measures are taken to protect Colombia’s unique environments and by extension the 

organisms and industries that rely on them.  

 

At least five potential geothermal areas have been identified in Colombia, including: 

Nevado del Ruiz (NRV), Tufino-Chiles-Negro, Paipa, Azufral, and San Diego [33]. The 

geothermal area involving the NRV is in the department of Caldas and is considered to be 

the site that has the greatest potential for geothermal energy production at this time for it has 

been studied the most out of the other prospects. The first geothermal exploration well, Las 

Nereidas-1, was drilled in 1997 in the Western Flank of the NRV by the Colombian-based 

power company, CHEC [33] [34]. Unfortunately, the well was not drilled to the intended 

depth, however subsurface stratigraphic and temperature information was still obtained [34]. 

Since then, no other geothermal wells have been drilled in Colombia.  The main reason as 

to the lack of geothermal initiative in comparison to solar and wind is unclear, however 

possible reasons are explained in the following section. 

 

2.3.6 Colombian Energy Policy and the Future for Renewables 

The government of Colombia over the past decade has been developing policies to 

facilitate the incorporation of renewables into the country’s energy mix [35]. Renewable 

energy technologies have only been rising in competitiveness in the energy industry within 

the past decade. In 2007, small hydro, biomass and geothermal systems were already close 

to being competitive with conventional energy technologies [36]. However, there is still a 

need for government intervention and multidimensional policies to support the 

implementation of renewable energy generation and technology implementation [36]. 

 

Defining the nature of geothermal resources has been the first step of incorporation. In 

the Natural Renewable Resources and Protection of the Environment National Code of 

Colombia, geothermal energy is classified as a subterranean energy source that is a mixture 

of water and endogenous heat, while Law 691 considers geothermal energy as described in 

the code as a renewable energy source [33]. Following this, Law 1715 of 2014 regulates the 

integration of non-conventional renewable energy in the National Energy System of 

Colombia [37]. This law promotes renewable energy development to ensure the 

diversification and efficient use of energy supply, along with protecting the environment and 

encouraging competition within the Colombian economy [33]. 

 

However, further legislation will be required for renewable energy implementation 

(other than hydropower) to have continuous momentum. The majority of locations where 

Renewable Energy Sources (RES), like geothermal, can be found are in the Non-

Interconnected Zones (NIZ) of Colombia [38]. This refers to the 52% of Colombia’s land 

mass in which the Colombian National Transmission System does not operate [8]. These 

zones house a majority of the renewable energy potential of Colombia, however it is an 
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unattractive place both to host business by local and foreign investors alike, and to perform 

scientific study to characterize renewable energy sources due to the history of armed conflict 

in these areas [38]. This may present a considerable barrier to the entry of renewable 

energies, specifically geothermal, into Colombia’s energy market. 

 

Furthermore, although Colombia has created policies to stimulate education and research 

into renewable energy possibilities, the high initial cost of geothermal continues to be a 

barrier and there is no legislation in place to support the promotion of these potentials in a 

way that it is attractive to investors [38]. PROCOLOMBIA (2015), a Colombian entity that 

promotes international negotiations, clarifies this but however states that there is a pending 

regulatory framework under Law 1715 of 2014 to provide incentives for projects in non-

interconnected zones, tax incentives, tariffs incentives and accounting incentives for 

renewable energy projects [8]. When this regulatory framework will be completed is 

currently unknown, but having the framework decided is the next big step for Colombia in 

their quest to diversify their energy mix with renewable sources. Having this framework in 

place will guide the realization of Colombia’s renewable energy potentials. 

 

Despite its developing energy strategy, Colombia has been making a remarkable 

comeback over the past couple of decades economically, socially, and politically, from 

illegal drug trading and political unrest. In early 2016 the Colombian government and the 

FARC rebel group ended their fifty-two years of conflict with a long-awaited peace 

agreement [39]. With the newfound peace agreement with the largest of its guerilla groups, 

and the economy and overall quality of life of its citizens rising, the Colombian government 

may be in a position to place more emphasis and effort in energy diversification into 

renewables. 

 

Although the climate may seem ripe for a push in renewable energy development, there 

are still barriers that Colombia will have to navigate moving into the future. Examples of 

these barriers are regulatory framework, unfavorable electricity prices, cultural rejection and 

lack of acceptance by consumers [40]. The full list of presumed barriers can be seen below 

in Table 2.1. Until these are overcome, the implementation of other renewable energies aside 

from hydroelectricity will require time to gain momentum in the realm of Colombia’s energy 

industry. 
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 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter creates the overall setting of the study regarding the chosen area of focus. 

Relevant background topics were elaborated through an extensive literature review, which 

involve: the current socio-political position of Colombia’s energy sector, the country’s 

transmission and distribution systems, Colombia’s current main sources of energy, and the 

perception of renewable energies and geothermal energy potential in Colombia. The 

following chapter will elaborate on the Nevado del Ruiz geothermal prospect and the data 

compiled to create a 3D model the study area. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.1 Table of barriers to renewable energy systems in Colombia. Source: [40, p. 105] 
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Chapter 3 

3Data Collection for Modelling 

 Regional Geologic Context of Colombia 

The current geological configuration of Colombia is the result of a series of crustal 

accretionary events [41]. Structurally, this region is best visualized and understood as a 

“mosaic” of exotic terranes bounded by suture faults [42] [43]. The most notable 

geomorphological feature about Colombia is the Andes mountain range spanning northeast 

to southwest across the entire country. 

 

Colombia’s tectonic setting is influenced by the interactions of the Nazca, Caribbean and 

South American Plates (Figure 3.1) [43]. The subduction of the Nazca tectonic plate beneath 

the South American continent cause areas of volcanism in the Andes (Figure 3.2 a and b) 

[41]. Colombia is home to many active volcanoes, which gives the country significant 

geothermal potential. Occupying central Colombia is the “Ruiz-Tolima Volcanic Massif” 

(RTVM) and it is comprised of at least eleven eruptive centers, including: Cerro Bravo, 

Nevado del Ruiz, El Cisne, Santa Isabel, Santa Rosa, Cerro España, Nevado del Quindío, 

Nevado del Tolima, and Cerro Machín [41]. The main lithologies that can be found in the 

Ruiz-Tolima region are andesitic lava flows and associated volcaniclastic deposits that 

overlie a suture zone comprised of a volcanic-marine mixed source terrain and a 

metamorphic member [41]. 

 

The region is influenced by two stress regimes [41]. Overall, the stress regime in the 

region is transpressive, resulting from at least three major collision events: 1) the subduction 

of the Nazca Plate beneath the South American Plate in the west, 2) the subduction of the 

Caribbean Plate beneath the South American Plate in the north, and 3) the rigid indentation 

strike-slip tectonics of the Panama block to the northwest [44] [43]. Because of these events, 

the regional stress regime of Colombia is controlled by the velocity and convergence angle 

differences of SW-NE compression due to the collision of the Nazca and the South American 

plate, and NW-SE compression as a result of the convergence of the Caribbean and South 

American plate [43]. Both mechanisms are responsible for the creation of the Northern 

Andes [43]. Evidence of this stress regime can be seen in the fault systems to the west and 

northwest of the NRV, which occur within the study area for this work. 
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Figure 3.1 The relationship of the tectonic plates in creating the Andes mountain range. The red triangle is the 

NRV, and the red arrows indicate the direction of subduction of the Caribbean and Nazca plates. Taken and 

modified from Trenkamp et al. (2002) [62] 
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Figure 3.2 a) A-A’ cross-section indicating the location of Figure b) a large-scale conceptual visual of the 

subduction of the Nazca beneath the South American plate in relation to the NRV. The red-dashed box indicated the 

approximate study area. The blue line marks the separation of the Quebradagrande Complex to the West, and the 

Cajamarca Complex to the East. Cross-section taken and modified from Vargas & Mann (2013) [62] 
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3.1.1 Structure and Stratigraphy 

The NRV is a high-altitude, glacier-capped andesitic stratovolcano that reaches 5,321 

m.a.s.l. and is located within the Northern Andes Mountain Range of South America, in the 

Northern Volcanic Zone [45]. The ~2 million-year-old volcano is a part of a group of 

predominantly andesitic and dacitic volcanoes known as the Ruiz-Tolima Volcanic Massif, 

the result of the subduction of the Nazca Plate beneath the South American plate [41] [46] 

[47] [48]. These volcanoes, including the NRV, are active volcanoes. In 1985 the NRV 

erupted causing around 25,000 casualties, burying the entire town of Armero with 

devastating pyroclastic flows and lahars [49]. Since then, the volcano has been closely 

monitored for activity and in recent years has shown steady inflation of 3-4 cm/year since 

2011 which perhaps indicates another impending eruption [45]. Andesitic and dacitic flows 

and volcaniclastic deposits make up the younger stratigraphic units of the Nevado del Ruiz 

and the surrounding area, overlaying a pre-volcanic basement known as the Cajamarca 

Complex [41]. 

 

The Cajamarca Complex 

The Cajamarca Complex is a metamorphic unit comprising four distinct members: pelitic, 

mafic, calcareous and siliceous [41]. The nucleus of the Central mountain range is an 

assemblage of greenschists, phyllites, quartzites and marbles present ages from the 

Paleozoic to the Cretaceous [50]. These rocks derive from marine sediments that have 

accumulated over 200 million years ago in a rift-basin that formed after the break-up of the 

supercontinent Pangea [51]. The Cajamarca unit is the oldest unit in the area, situated below 

the most recent lava deposits [52]. The age of sedimentation of this complex is an estimated 

240-220 Ma based on U-Pb zircon analysis, while its age of metamorphism is estimated at 

230-218 Ma based on both U-Pb zircon and Ar/Ar analysis [53] [54] [55].  The geometry of 

the unit is a broad, asymmetric syncline bordered by faults and thickening towards the East 

[56]. It is regarded as the pre-volcanism, basement rock. The Nereidas-1 well is within the 

study and drills into this unit, which is further discussed in Section 3.2.3. 

 

There are two significant intrusions within the Cajamarca Complex that are found 

outcropping towards the north, and east-southeast of the Ruiz-Tolima Volcanic Massif [57] 

[58]. They are called the Manizales Stock intrusion, and the El Bosque Batholith, 

respectively [41]. The NRV is located between these two plutonic bodies, which have a age 

of around 49-57 Ma [59] [41]. The El Bosque Batholith is a predominantly granodioritic 

mass, while the Manizales Stock is a massive quartz-diorite [43]. Analysis of existing 

petrological and radiometric data favors the hypothesis of a connected, compositionally 

zoned solid batholith [41]. These intrusions are possibly associated with low-temperature 

thermal waters in the area, or indirectly as part of the hydrothermal system of the NRV. The 

direct influence of these intrusions is however outside the scope of this study due to 

insufficient evidence to date. 

 

In terms of geothermal potential, the Cajamarca Complex is predicted to be the best 

suited to host the geothermal reservoir due to the presence of the Manizales Stock intrusion 

and the El Bosque Batholith [41] [43]. A large proportion of this pre-volcanic basement 

consists of impermeable relatively ductile rock from metamorphism due to the high 

temperature and pressure of a subduction environment. However, the complex hosts the 

inferred granitoid plutons which present high rigidity and exert brittle behavior, and are the 

most likely to house fracture networks that are imperative for permeability [41] [43]. 
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Without these fracture networks however, the unit is thought to be impermeable. 

 

The Quebradagrande Complex 

Included as a major part of the stratigraphic sequence of the Nevado del Ruiz volcanic area 

following the Cajamarca Complex is the Quebradagrande Complex. This unit dominates 

towards the West, further from the NRV, and is separated distinctly from the Cajamarca 

Complex by a major fault known as the San Jerónimo Fault of the Romeral Fault System 

[41]. This stratigraphic member is unique as it consists of two alternating sub-units, one that 

is a volcanic member, and the other, sedimentary [41]. This unit is part of an ancient volcanic 

arc from the Cretaceous period that was obducted onto the continent due to the subduction 

of the Nazca plate beneath the South American Plate [41] [43].  

 

Quaternary Surficial Deposits 

The most recent deposits of the NRV are a product of the volcano’s activity during the 

quaternary period. There is a total of four different types of Quaternary deposits [60]. They 

are surficial deposits comprised of pyroclastic rocks, volcanic mud flow deposits, glacial 

deposits and recent alluvial deposits [61]. 

 

3.1.2 Faulting 

Three-dimensional modelling of the faulting present in the northwestern part of the NRV 

area is a focus of this work; it is of major importance because fracture networks within the 

Cajamarca Complex are considered to be the major source of permeability in the Nevado 

del Ruiz geothermal system. Thus, the faults are one of the most important aspects of the 

model and indicate the areas of highest permeability in the study area. This study examines 

nineteen recognized fault systems in the area of interest (Figure 3.3), and the individual 

descriptions of the fault characteristics form a major part of this section. The collection of 

fault characterization data showed that specific dip data is often not available, and where 

this was the case the dip of the fault was assumed and modelled in 3D to be vertical to sub-

vertical (~85-90˚). The representation of dip for each fault is discussed in the following 

sections. 

 

The transpressive stress regime is manifested across the Ruiz-Tolima Volcanic Massif 

as two distinctive sets of strike–slip faults, where there is a longitudinal NE–SW to N–S 

trending set, and a transverse, NW–SE to W–E trending set [9] . The fault systems of the 

NRV follow this trend and are generally found to be trending NE-SW, with cross cutting 

fault systems that generally trend NW-SE, and W-E [62]. The kinematics of the fault 

displacements are influenced by 1) the oblique convergence of the Nazca plate, resulting in 

right lateral displacement, and 2) by the rigid indentation of the Panama microplate resulting 

in left-lateral displacement [63] [64]. The transitional area where the NRV is located has 

both right-lateral and left-lateral faults [43]. As majority of the faults are strike-slip faults, 

the resulting dips of the faults overall are inferred to be sub-vertical to vertical [65] [66]. 

Furthermore, majority of the fault traces cut across high-relief terrain which suggest a 

vertical inclination into the subsurface. Normal and reverse faulting can also be found in the 

Ruiz-Tolima Volcano Massif but is not common compared to strike-slip faulting. In the 

study area, normal and reverse faulting is mostly found to the west, in the suture zone that 

places the Quebradagrande and Cajamarca Complexes into contact. 
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The area around the NRV is covered in dense vegetation where faults and outcrops are 

difficult to find. However, the density of lineations and inferred faults suggests the 

possibility of even more fault systems yet to be characterized (Figure 3.3). They are not 

modelled in three dimensions however, because the model focuses on faults and fault groups 

that have been recognized in literature to exhibit a form of displacement and can be 

characterized in the subsurface. It is thought that many of the known faults around the 

volcano are presently active, and there are particular faults that are thought to be strongly 

associated with the surface manifestation of thermal springs, such as the San Ramón, San 

Eugenio, Nereidas, El Billar, and Quebrada Negra faults (Figure 3.3) [67] [68]. Other faults 

are thought to exert structural control on the volcanic processes of the NRV, such as the 

Palestina fault in the southeast of the volcano and the Villamaria-Termales fault towards the 

north (Figure 3.3) [68]. Because of this, it has been suggested by previous studies that there 

is a close interaction between tectonics and volcanism in the area of the NRV, suggested in 

the active faults around the volcano but also the present seismicity derived from seismic 

surveys, which will be discussed in later sections [69] [70]. 
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Figure 3.3 A map displaying the major faults encompassing the study 

area. The green and orange unit to the west of the San Jeronimo fault is the 

Quebradagrande Complex, and the pink unit to the east is the Cajamarca 

Complex. All remaining colors are indicative of the various Quaternary 

deposits. Co-ordinate System: SIRGAS_2000_18N. 
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The following sections provide summaries of all the relevant faults in the study area as 

seen in Figure 3.3 that will be modelled. 

 Faults trending NE-SW and N-S: 

3.1.2.1.1 Romeral Fault System: Filandia Este, Silvia-Pijao, Manizales, San Jerónimo 
 

The Romeral Fault System is a group of faults located West of the Nevado del Ruiz area. 

The faults are relatively parallel to one another, and strike N-S [9]. The fault system includes 

the San Jerónimo fault, which is the eastern limit of the Romeral fault system (Figure 3.3). 

This fault puts into contact the Paleozoic continental metamorphic Cajamarca Complex with 

Cretaceous oceanic rocks of the Quebradagrande Complex [50]. The complexes are 

stratigraphically distinct, which has led to the interpretation of the Romeral fault system as 

a suture zone with oceanic terranes to the West, and continental terranes to the East [43]. 

Only a portion of the fault system is seen in the model, with western-most recognized fault 

is known as the Filandia Este, followed by the Silvia-Pijao fault moving eastward, then by 

the Manizales-Aranzazu fault, with the last distinct fault of the system known as the San 

Jerónimo fault (Figure 3.3). Most of the data obtained from the Romeral Fault System 

indicates East-dipping structures, including easterly-dipping thrust fault systems and 

metamorphic foliation [71]. The Silvia-Pijao fault is thought to be a reverse fault with a 

dextral slip component that trends N-S and dips around 55 degrees East; the Manizales – 

Aranzazu fault is classified as a high-angle reverse fault with a dextral slip component, while 

the San Jerónimo Fault is a reverse fault with a left lateral displacement and an Eastward 

inclination with a variable dip between 60-90 degrees [9] [41] [71] [72] [73]. In this study, 

a dip of 75 degrees is used for the San Jeronimo fault. 

 

3.1.2.1.2 Santa Rosa 
 

The Santa Rosa Fault is located to the west – northwest of the NRV, encompassing the 

entire study area observed in this work (Figure 3.3). It is a strike-slip fault with a right-lateral 

component and trends NE-SW [9]. Mejia et al. (2012) defines it as the boundary between 

active volcanic domes and inactive volcanoes, and by González-Garcia and Jessell (2016) it 

is thought to dip around 60 degrees to the SE [9] [41]. 

 

3.1.2.1.3 Samaná Sur 
 

The Samaná Sur fault is seen as three segments in the study area, situated to the east of 

the San Jeronimo Fault (Figure 3.3). From recent studies by the University of Caldas, it is 

thought that the Samaná Sur would have the same structural tendencies of the Olleta-

Nereidas, and Pico Terrible faults, as they are all failure structures that are located between 

the San Jeronimo fault and the axis of the Central Mountain Range where the NRV is 

situated [62]. Because of their similar structural tendencies, the Samaná Sur, Olleta-Nereidas 

and Pico Terrible faults will be modelled similarly. The Samaná Sur fault is described as a 

reverse fault with a right lateral component by González (1980), trending NE-SW [74]. Its 

dip value or nature was not able to be found in literature, however it was found that the 

Olleta-Nereidas fault is suggested to have a sub-vertical dip to the east by from field 

observations [62]. Thus, the Samaná Sur fault is modelled to be sub-vertical dipping at ~85 

degrees towards the east. 
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3.1.2.1.4 Pico Terrible 
 

The faults Pico-Terrible, Olleta-Nereidas and Samaná Sur show the same trend and 

tendencies [62]. Like its “partners” the Pico Terrible is a fault that trends NE-SW and was 

identified originally through observations of features such as channel deflections and fault 

escarpments [62]. Locally, the fault is also known as the “Tosca-El Descanso fault”, and in 

the study area, it cuts the Nereidas, Billar, Quebrada Negra and Rio Claro faults, with a 

second segment further north that intersects the Villamaria-Termales fault (Figure 3.3) [75]. 

Pico Terrible is a dextral fault generating right-curvatures to the Claro River, Nereidas creek, 

and even the faults of Rio Claro, El Billar, Quebrada Negra and Nereidas, making Pico 

Terrible younger than at least some other faults in the area (Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5, Figure 

3.7) [75]. The intersection of this fault with the Nereidas fault may generate an outlet of 

higher permeability favorable for fluid circulation [75]. Following the Samaná Sur and 

Olleta-Nereidas, the Pico Terrible is modelled with a dip of ~85 degrees towards the east. 
 

 

 

Figure 3.4 In this photo the Pico Terrible fault can be seen 

displacing the Claro River (Rio Claro). A landslide area 

(deslizamiento) is also shown. Image source: [75] 

Pico Terrible 

Rio Claro 
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3.1.2.1.5 Cueva Pirineos 
 

The Cueva Pirineos fault is a NNE-SW trending fault located between the Pico Terrible 

fault and the Olleta - Nereidas fault (Figure 3.3). This fault is the least characterized in 

literature, however its surface lineament has been documented in maps of the area. It is 

thought to likely have the same tendency of the Pico Terrible fault, thus also generating a 

dextral movement [75]. Like the Pico Terrible, the Cueva Pirineos also cuts across the 

Nereidas, Quebrada Negra, Billar and Rio Claro faults. In the model the Cueva Pirineos is 

modelled like the Pico Terrible, with a sub-vertical dip of ~85 degrees toward the east. 

 

3.1.2.1.6 Olleta – Nereidas 
 

The Olleta-Nereidas fault is positioned west of the NRV and has a trend of NNE-SSW. 

It is similar in nature to that of fault Pico Terrible and Samaná Sur [62]. A strike-slip regime 

has been observed for the Olleta-Nereidas fault, and the fault also suggested to have a sub-

vertical dip to the east by from field observations [62] [76]. It is modelled with an ~85-

Figure 3.5 A map by Gutiérrez (2017) of University of Caldas showing the Pico 

Terrible Fault (labelled “Tosca-El Descanso” in the image) cutting the Nereidas, 

Quebrada Negra, El Billar and Rio Claro Fault. Image source: [75] 
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degree dip towards the east. 

 

3.1.2.1.7 Palestina 
 

The Palestina Fault is located towards the SE of the summit crater of the NRV. It is 

characterized as a predominantly right lateral strike-slip fault with a trend of around 10 

degrees north, 30 degrees east, and with an intermediate to high dip of around 40-80 degrees 

[9]. In this study, a dip of 80 degrees is utilized and the fault is regarded to have a sub-

vertical dip. This fault holds a lot of structural control within the Ruiz-Tolima Volcano 

Massif as the strike of the fault coincides with the focal points of three neighboring 

volcanoes: Ruiz, El Cisne and Santa Isabel [41] [9]. Thus, the fault is thought to control the 

ascent of magma in NRV, and other neighboring volcanoes, due to the coinciding locations 

of the fault and the volcanic focal points [43]. 

 

 

 Faults trending NW-SE and W-E 

 

3.1.2.2.1 Nereidas 
 

Much of the current public details regarding the Nereidas fault comes from research 

hosted by the University of Caldas in cooperation with the Colombian power company 

CHEC, one of the companies interested in the NRV’s potential to produce geothermal 

power. The Nereidas fault is associated with several other faults known as faults 

Campoalegrito, Campoalegre, San Ramón, San Eugenio, and Río Claro [77]. This group of 

faults, including the Nereidas, are characterized by their structural control of the river 

channels from which their names are derived [67] [77]. The Nereidas fault is one of great 

Figure 3.6 Photo showing the location of the Olleta Nereidas fault in relation to the volcanoes in 

Los Nevados National Park. VNR: Nevado del Ruiz Volcano; VNT: Nevado del Tolima Volcano; 

VSI: Nevado de Santa Isabel Volcano [62] 
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importance as it is one of the main faults to display evidence of hydrothermal sources; this 

is likely due to the tectonic stress regime in the area, in where the area of the Nereidas fault 

would form a favorable zone for fluid circulation [75]. The Nereidas fault has a NW-SE 

trend, and is a normal fault with a left-lateral component [75] [62]. The inclination of the 

Nereidas fault is to the NE, and field observations by Hincapié (2013) suggest a sub-vertical 

dip, however recent field observations hosted by the University of Caldas propose a dip of 

50-60 degrees [78] [75]. In this study, a dip of 75 degrees to the NE is used which is the 

approximate median of both interpretations. 

 

3.1.2.2.2 Campoalegrito 
 

The Campoalegrito fault is thought to be one of the faults that have structural control 

over the thermal waters located in the surrounding area of the Santa Rosa thermal springs 

and is named after the river which it structurally controls [9] [67]. The fault is located 

approximately southeast to the Romeral Fault system, and in the study area it can be seen to 

strike transversely to the Romeral Fault system with a strike of NW-SE, and intersecting the 

San Jeronimo fault (Figure 3.3). It is classified as a normal fault inclined to the SW with a 

left lateral component [67]. It will be modelled to dip sub-vertically at ~85 degrees, as there 

is no known numerical value for fault inclination found in literature. 

 

3.1.2.2.3 Campoalegre 
 

The Campoalegre fault is very similar in nature to the Campoalegrito fault. Like the 

Campoalegrito, is also thought to be one of the faults that have structural control over the 

thermal waters located in the surrounding area of the Santa Rosa thermal springs and is also 

named after the river which it structurally controls [9] [67]. The fault is located to the south 

of fault Campoalegrito, closer to the vicinity of the Santa Rosa thermal springs, and 

transversely intersects the San Jeronimo fault (Figure 3.3). It strikes NW-SE, is classified 

as a normal fault dipping towards the SW with a left lateral component and will be modelled 

with a sub-vertical inclination of ~85 degrees [67]. 

 

3.1.2.2.4 San Ramón 
 

The San Ramón fault is thought to be one out of two main faults that have structural 

control over the thermal waters of the Santa Rosa thermal springs, and like the 

Campoalegrito and Campoalegre faults, it is named after the river of which it has structural 

control [67]. It is located directly south of the Campoalegre fault and transversely intersects 

the faults of the Romeral Fault system (Figure 3.3). The San Ramón is classified as a normal 

fault that dips to the SW, has a left lateral component and will be modelled to have sub-

vertical inclination of ~85 degrees [67]. 

 

3.1.2.2.5 San Eugenio 
 

Along with the San Ramón fault, the San Eugenio is also thought to be responsible for 

the thermal waters of the Santa Rosa thermal springs [9] [67]. It is situated directly below 

and is relatively parallel to the San Ramón fault, and like the San Ramón, intersects the faults 

of the Romeral Fault system (Figure 3.3). Like its “partners” (Campoalegrito, Campoalegre, 

and San Ramón), the San Eugenio is a normal fault that dips towards the SW, with a left 

lateral component [67]. As a numerical value for its dip is unavailable in literature, as like 

its partner faults it will be modelled with a sub-vertical inclination of ~85 degrees. 
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3.1.2.2.6 Rio-Claro 
 

Like the Nereidas fault, much of the data available is through study associations done by 

the University of Caldas and the Colombian power company, CHEC. Also, like the Nereidas 

fault, the Rio Claro fault takes its name from a body of water which is translated to “Clear 

River”, which the fault displaces and in some parts structurally controls (Figure 3.7) [77]. 

Rio Claro is a normal fault that has a NW-SE trend and dips towards the NE; this is how it 

is modelled, with a dip of approximately 75 degrees [75]. In addition, it is one side of a 

graben structure that is formed between the Rio Claro fault, and the El Billar fault [75]. The 

corresponding horst to this graben structure should cause the Cajamarca complex to be 

exposed (Figure 3.7) [79]. However, evidence of this has yet to be found in the field [75]. 

 

3.1.2.2.7 El Billar 
 

As mentioned in the previous sub-section (3.1.2.2.6), a graben is formed between the 

Rio Claro and El Billar faults [75]. Fault El Billar is in between the faults of Quebrada Negra 

and Rio Claro (Figure 3.3). According to recent research done through the University of 

Caldas in association with the Colombian power company, CHEC, El Billar is a fault of 

great importance as one of the faults responsible for hydrothermal surface activity, which 

will be discussed in Section 3.2.2 [75]. The trend of the El Billar fault is situated parallel to 

that of Rio Claro, thus, NW-SE, with a dip of approximately 75 degrees to the SW [75]. 

 

3.1.2.2.8 Quebrada Negra 
 

The Quebrada Negra is another fault that is responsible for hydrothermal manifestations 

[75]. The Quebrada Negra is situated between the Nereidas and El Billar faults within the 

study area. It is a normal fault with a NW trend, dipping to the NE towards the Nereidas 

Figure 3.7 A close-up of the Rio Claro fault; L: lifted block, H: sunken 

block. Structural control of the Claro River can be seen. Image source: [75]. 

H 
L 

Rio Claro Fault 
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fault [75]. Between the Quebrada Negra and the El Billar fault occurs uplift in the form of a 

horst, which accompanies the graben that is created from the relationship between the El 

Billar and Rio Claro fault (Figure 3.8) [75]. A dip value was not found in literature for the 

Quebrada Negra. It is thus modelled with a dip value of approximately 75 degrees to the NE, 

to display its normal-faulting nature. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 A close-up image showing the relationship between the faults El 

Billar and Quebrada Negra. L is the upthrown block corresponding to a horst 

structure where exposure of the Cajamarca complex is expected. H is the 

downthrown block. Image source: [75] 

 

 

 

3.1.2.2.9 Villamaria-Termales 
 

The Villamaria-Termales fault system is located to the North of the NRV and is thought 

to be one of the faults that also structurally control the volcanism of the Ruiz-Tolima 

Volcanic Massif along with the Palestina fault [41]. The Villamaria-Termales system is a 

series of normal faults that strike around WNW-ESE and are thought to dip around 70 

degrees to the NE [9] [41]. 

 

 

 

 

 

Quebrada Negra 

El Billar 

Cajamarca 
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3.1.3 Faulting and Permeability 

Understanding the relationships between these faults are key to realizing areas of high 

permeability and fluid flow which are necessary to access geothermal sources. It is thought 

that subvertical fractures that trend NW-SE control the hydrothermal circulation in the NRV 

surrounding area [78]. This is shown in Figure 3.9, which displays a structural map indicating 

which areas have high potential to facilitate fluid flow based on the overall stress regime and 

fault movements [9]. The figure displays areas of possible high vertical permeabilities that 

are indicated in grey, where conjugate faults are intersecting, and where faults lie parallel to 

the direction of tectonic compression. The conjugate fault systems may facilitate fluid flow 

that enable subsurface fluid circulation or result in surface manifestations. This is the 

consequence of transverse faults going NW-SE and the longitudinal faults with a NE-SW 

orientation such as the Palestina, allowing the passage of fluids because of their extensional 

nature [9]. The NW-SE faults move in a sinistral fashion, while tangential faults trending NE-

SW have a dextral movement; these opposing movements create areas of favorable fluid 

circulation facilitating the ascent of hydrothermal fluids due to the extension caused by the 

opposing movements of the failures [75]. 

 

Digitizing these faults in 3D and displaying them with the locations of known surface 

manifestations in the area will aid in identifying these high permeability zones. The locations 

of thermal springs as reported by the Colombian Geological Survey, Servicio Geológico 

Colombiano (SGC), are obtained and input into the model. The fault traces will be overlain 

onto the surface topography of the model, and their dip angles will be incorporated to 

characterize their behavior in the subsurface. This will provide a 3D subsurface permeability 

model that will describe the permeability structure in the study area, where zones of 

permeability can be indicated where fault traces and thermal springs are in conjunction. 
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 The Geothermal System 

3.2.1 Geophysical Analyses 

 Seismicity 

NRV, like most volcanic systems, operates on cyclic periods of high and low seismicity. 

The cause of increased seismicity points to areas within the subsurface that may correlate to 

the rise of a new pulse of magma moving from the deeper subsurface into shallower levels, 

overall increasing the volcanic activity of the NRV [59]. Tectonic movement from stress 

and subduction may cause fault displacement in the area also contributing to the seismic 

Fault 

Hot Spring 

Volcanic Dome 

Compression Direction 
Pre-Eocene (basement) 

Present 
compression  

Fault movement  

Areas that favor fluid transit  

Figure 3.9 Conceptual structural map displaying which areas around the NRV have high 

potential for fluid circulation. Taken and modified from Mejia et al. (2012) 
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activity, however it is believed that the rapid increase of shallow seismic activity is due to 

subsurface magma movement [59]. Since 1985, when a small eruption generated lahars that 

destroyed the town of Armero, the seismic activity of the NRV has been closely monitored 

by the Colombian government to avoid any future disasters [59]. A new magmatic cycle for 

the volcano began in 2007 when the NRV began to show signs of new volcanic activity with 

the occurrence of new seismicity [59]. This pattern of activity continued, and since 2010 

NRV has been displaying signs of constant volcanic unrest, involving increased seismicity, 

deformation, and gas venting of SO2 [59] [80]. To emphasize this intense increase of 

seismicity, between the years of 2010 – 2016, there have been up to 250,000 seismic events 

recorded, where between 1990 until 2007 the volcano had remained relatively quiet [59] 

[81]. This rapid increase of activity has been the motivation for many recent geoscientific 

studies [43] [81] [59] [82] [45] [80]. 

 

Figure 3.10 shows the location and depth of earthquake hypocenters from an aerial 

perspective where Figure 3.10 a) displays the beginning of NRV’s new wave of seismicity 

from January 2010 – July 2012. Here, shallow earthquakes are concentrated beneath NRV’s 

crater, and scattered toward the South. Figure 3.10 b) displays the same area with seismic 

events occurring between August 2012 - December 2015, where it is evident that the seismic 

activity has increased substantially. The majority of the hypocenters are trending NW-SE in 

the NE area of the NRV, where in the NW hypocenter cluster the earthquakes are the deepest 

at >6 km depth, and then reach shallower depths of 2-4 km moving towards the SE, closer 

to the NRV. Figure 3.10 b) also displays a higher abundance of scattered shallow 

earthquakes towards the South of the NRV. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10 Increasing seismicity at NRV; a) Seismicity of NRV from January 

2010-July 2012. b) Seismicity from August 2012-December 2015 [81] 

NW-SE 

Scattered shallow earthquakes 
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Figure 3.11 shows all earthquake hypocenter points from 2000 – 2016 and shows a 

slightly greater density of hypocenter points compared to Figure 3.10 b). However, the 

pattern of hypocenter depth and magnitude are the same in both figures. With the addition 

of the major fault traces shown in Figure 3.11, it can be seen that the majority of the 

earthquake hypocenters follow the trend of either the Palestina fault or the Villamaria-

Termales fault. There is an additional, smaller cluster of shallow-medium depth hypocenters 

at the intersection between the Nereidas, and the Olleta-Nereidas fault. This strongly 

suggests that the faulting systems of the Nereidas, Olleta-Nereidas, Palestina and 

Villamaria-Termales play a substantial role in the recent seismicity of the NRV. In addition 

to seismicity, magma movement is thought to be highly controlled by the Palestina and 

Villamaria-Termales [41] [43]. Ultimately, the increase of seismic activity of the NRV 

between 2010 and 2016 indicates a relationship between seismicity, faulting, and magma 

transport. The link between the seismicity and magmatic system of the NRV is a question 

of utmost importance in understanding the volcanic and hence geothermal systems. The 

overall conclusion is that the drastic increase of seismicity of the NRV is caused mostly by 

the movement of magma to shallower depths through faulting beneath the NRV [80] [59]. 

The geothermal significance of this is that the emplacement of magma to shallower depths 

through the faulting is providing the heat source for geothermal activity. 

 

To further visualize the seismic activity occurring beneath the NRV, an earthquake 

hypocenter dataset with recordings of seismic activity from 2010 – 2018 will be incorporated 

into the 3D model. This dataset is made up of 65,535 different earthquakes all with unique 

magnitudes and locations within the subsurface of the NRV and was requested for use from 

Servicio Geológico Colombiano. The integration of this dataset among all other data will 

allow the display of seismic activity beneath the volcano and how the location of this activity 

relates to the faulting and magmatic system of the NRV. 
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 Magmatic System 

It is thought that the magma of the NRV was originally formed from the partial melting 

of the subducting Nazca plate beneath the South American plate [83]. Presently, several 

studies support a model of multistage magma transport and degassing beneath the NRV, by 

means of a tripartite magma chamber [43] [82] [83]. There are two main interpretations of 

the orientation of these intrusive magma bodies in the subsurface, one where the intrusive 

bodies are trending NW-SE, and in the second interpretation, NE-SW [43] [45]. The 

shallowest magma chamber is andesitic and thought to reside somewhere between 2-5 km 

below the surface, the intermediate dacitic chamber between 4-8 km, and the main magma 

reservoir is basaltic and between 10 to >14 km below the surface [43] [45] [59] [80]. 

 

Figure 3.11 Earthquake hypocenters of the NRV and surrounding area from 

2000-2016. The seismometers are shown by yellow triangles. [59] .  
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Seismic tomography studies indicate a shallow magmatic reservoir at around 2-5 km 

depth from the surface, suggesting that the ‘upper boundary’ of the shallowest magma 

chamber lies at around 2 km depth and that this boundary seems to remain at the same depth 

over time, independent of the other velocity changes that may occur in the subsurface, as 

shown below in Figure 3.12 [80]. Figure 3.12 also shows that the lower boundary of the 

seismic velocity had moved upwards in the years 2011-2014, which could indicate migration 

of fluid upward within the reservoir from deeper levels in the subsurface [80]. The shallow 

chamber is possibly the largest of the three chambers and is thought to interact with the 

Palestina fault system [59]. 

 

Magnetotelluric (MT) results derived from a study around the base of NRV by the 

Colombian Geological Survey (Figure 3.13) suggests that the lateral extent of the magma 

chambers follow a trend of NW-SE, with the shallow chamber in the NW, and the deep main 

reservoir of magma in the SE [43]. In addition to the magmatic intrusions, there is a second 

area of high conductivity mainly between the profiles A4, A5 and A6, in Figure 3.14 which 

is thought to be the deep convective hydrothermal system of NRV, where chloride waters 

rise from depth, and shallower bicarbonate waters are indicated in a small high-conductivity 

zone [43]. A localized zone of high conductivity to the west of the intermediate magma 

chamber as seen in Figure 3.14, or W-SW of the NRV, indicates the ‘deep geothermal water’ 

of the convective hydrothermal system, separated and contained from the magma chamber 

and shallower acid-sulphate waters by a solid carapace composed of precipitated silica and 

Figure 3.12 Stages of magma reservoir development in the NRV according to 

repeated seismic tomography from 1998-2016. Cross-section is taken NW-SE across the 

main crater of NRV. Image taken from Vargas et al. (2017) [80] 
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clay minerals [43]. The resistivity model indicates the recharge source for the prospective 

reservoir to be chloride waters rising from depth across profile A6-A5 as seen in Figure 

3.14, with the waters possibly interacting with the Nereidas fault. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13 Location of the magnetotelluric stations and profiles used in the study of 

González-Garcia et al. (2015). The grey lines are the profiles, and the red are the 

surrounding faults [43] 

Figure 3.14 Results from the inversion of the MT data survey from the study of González-

Garcia et al. (2015) from the profiles shown in Figure 3.13. Blue indicates high resistivity and 

red indicates low resistivity (conductive) areas. The Nereidas fault can be seen to the right of 

profile marker A5. 

N 
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In contrast to the results from the MT survey,  observations from Interferometric 

synthetic-aperture radar (InSAR) results indicate that the main volcanic source of the NRV 

is located approximately 10 kilometers SW of the volcano, more directly below the Santa 

Isabel volcano, and approximately 12-15 km below the surface [45]. This indicates a NE-

SW trend of the magmatic intrusions, where the shallow chamber is situated in the NE, and 

main deep reservoir in the SW. A schematic cross-section of the concept is shown below in 

Figure 3.15. This suggested orientation of the magma chambers is approximately 

perpendicular to that suggested by the MT survey. In this interpretation, the large lateral 

separation of the source of the volcano from the volcano itself is due to the compressive 

regional stress that is controlling the area, which creates complex pathways of magma to the 

surface [45]. Dykes from the source get trapped in the sills, and eventually propagate 

outward as the sills get filled with magma over time [45]. 

 

 Summary of Geophysical Data 

The created model will aim to display the seismicity, faulting and magma transport in 

the NRV geothermal area and the relationships between the three aspects. As mentioned in 

sub-section 3.1.2, faulting will be modelled in 3D to visualize faulting relationships that may 

harbor increased permeability. To examine seismic activity, hypocenter data from beneath 

the NRV and surrounding area from 2010 – 2018 will be incorporated into the 3D model. 

The data is acquired from Servicio Geológico Colombiano (SGC). The results of the MT 

survey by the SGC, along and the results of the seismic tomography study completed by 

Vargas et al. (2017) will provide a base to shape the magma chambers beneath the NRV. 

Both opposing orientations of the magma chambers will be modelled, providing a way to 

compare both interpretations with the faulting and seismic data within the rest of the 3D 

model. This will be done to gauge which interpretation is more supported in accordance with 

the other modelled data. The integration of these different data sets will provide insight into 

Figure 3.15 Representation of the Nevado del Ruiz magma transport 

system as conceptualized by Lundgren at al. (2015). The red arrows indicate 

the NRV system [45] 
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the relationship between NRV’s seismic, faulting and magma transport systems, in turn 

allowing a more thorough understanding of the geothermal system. 

 

3.2.2 Geochemical Analyses 

 Surface Manifestations 

Several thermal features emerge on the flanks of NRV, and the geological configuration 

of the NRV region suggests strong structural control over the patterns of hydrothermal flow 

[43]. Surface manifestations such as thermal springs are found almost exclusively along fault 

lines and intersections, specifically the faults trending NW-SE [43] [78]. This is an 

indication that fracture permeability related to faults has a strong influence on hydrothermal 

fluid flow [9]. As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, the locations of all recorded thermal springs 

are obtained from the SGC and input into the 3D model, to aid in mapping fracture 

permeability. 

 

Geochemical data is available from geothermal features at Santa Rosa de Cabral (of five 

thermal springs and three samples from the hot springs of the spa facility) [67]. Further 

analyses of thermal fluids located in the study area, including from one active fumarole 

found along the slopes of NRV at an elevation of around 2600 m also contribute to the 

geochemistry knowledge pool of NRV [84]. Both these studies will be elaborated upon in 

the following sections. 

 

 Fluid Chemistry 

Part of the information on fluid chemistry is an undergraduate thesis sourced from the 

collaboration of Universidad de Caldas and the Colombian energy company CHEC. The 

study reviewed water sample data collected from hydrothermal manifestations found in the 

region of the Santa Rosa de Cabral thermal springs, a public thermal spa. This inventory of 

hydrothermal manifestations is based on the compilation of the reports of CHEC et al, (1983) 

and Geocónsul (1992) [67]. These manifestations are thought to be related to the San Ramon 

and San Eugenio faults, which trend transversely to the Romeral fault system (Figure 3.16) 

[67]. A structural map displaying the general area of study is shown below. 
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Five thermal springs and three different thermal spa waters were sampled in this area to 

gather ionic composition for characterization. These springs are: Pozo Miguel, Caldero del 

Diablo, La Cueva del Diablo, Los Helechos, and Pozo de los Deseos. A Cl- SO4-HCO3 

ternary anion plot, and a Na-K-Mg ternary geothermometer plot, are shown in Figure 3.17 

and Figure 3.18. The former provides indication of water source, while the latter infers the 

temperatures of geothermal reservoirs based on fluid-rock equilibrium relationships of Na, 

K, and Mg [85]. 

 

Figure 3.16 The black box denotes the general study zone for the 

characterization of the Santa Rosa thermal springs. The springs examined in 

this study are located approximately at the green triangles located within the 

black box. Image source: [9] 
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Figure 3.17 The Cl- SO4-HCO3 ternary anion plot for the Santa Rosa de Cabral thermal spring 

samples. All samples result in the realm of peripheral, bicarbonate waters, and are comprised 

of approximately 60-70% HCO3, 30-40% Cl, and 0-<10% SO4. [67] 

 

 

Figure 3.18 The Na-K-Mg ternary geothermometer plot for the Santa Rosa de 

Cabral thermal water samples indicating a reservoir temperature of 250˚C [67] 

(Steam Heated Waters) 

(Immature Waters) 

(Line of Equilibrium) 
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According to the relative composition of the dominant anions in these waters, the thermal 

sources had been classified as high in bicarbonate, with deposits of calcium carbonate [67]. 

These fluids are interpreted as peripheral bicarbonate waters (Figure 3.17). The Na-K-Mg 

geothermometer plot shows that the waters that have been sampled are from immature 

geothermal solutions (Figure 3.18). This also indicates that they are likely related to surface 

waters, as they plot in the Mg vertex. The red dotted line shows the extension of the mean 

of the plotted points towards the line of equilibrium, with reservoir temperature estimates of 

around 250˚ Celsius. This is 50˚ Celcius less than that measured with the Nereidas-1 

borehole in NRV, which will be discussed in the next section. 

 

In a separate study, fifteen thermal fluid samples collected from elevations between 

2600-5000 m on the slope of the NRV (Figure 3.19 and Figure 3.20) were analyzed and 

indicated a clear meteoric origin, except for the sample taken at Botero Londoño thermal 

spring which portrayed chemical characteristics expected of hydrothermal fluid (Figure 

3.22) [84]. This is further validated by the isotope δD-δ18O plot in Figure 3.23, showing the 

Botero Londoño sample plotting the farthest right from the Global Meteoric Trend Line. 

This sample, along with the sample of the Nereidas fumarole located on the western flank 

of the volcano, provide significant clues about the deep hydrothermal system of the NRV 

[84]. The chemical interpretation of both samples suggests a two-phase system, where a 

vapor-brine envelope surrounds and interacts with the magmatic system [86]. It is further 

suggested that the Nereidas fumarole is fed by the vapor that separated from a boiling 

hydrothermal aquifer, while the parent water of the Botero Londoño spring is originally 

derived from the hydrothermal aquifer [84]. Botero Londoño waters likely represent the 

brine phase of the local hydrothermal system partially diluted by colder meteoric water as 

the thermal water made its way to the surface [84]. The chemistry of the Botero Londoño 

sample, Figure 3.21 shows the equilibrium temperature of the parent water was 250˚ Celsius, 

the same temperature that was estimated in the study of the thermal waters of Santa Rosa 

thermal springs [67] [84]. 
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Figure 3.20 The characteristics of the fifteen thermal fluid samples analyzed. The red box 

indicates the values used for the ternary plot in Figure 3.21. The samples are numbered to indicate 

their location on the ternary plot; Botero Londoño is labelled by name. [84] 

Figure 3.19 Map of the locations of analyzed thermal fluids around the NRV. The 

location of the Botero Londoño spring is indicated by the blue-dashed circle, and the 

location of the Nereidas fumarole is indicated by the red-dashed circle [84] 
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Figure 3.21 The Na-K-Mg ternary geothermometer plot shows the 

Botero Londoño sample having a greater level of equilibrium than the other 

samples, and indicating a reservoir temperature of 250˚C. [84] 

 

Figure 3.22 Cl- SO4-HCO3 ternary plot of the fourteen thermal fluid 

samples analyzed by Federico et al. (2017). Majority of the samples plot 

as peripheral or steam heated waters, except for the sample taken at 

Botero Londoño which plots as a mature water. Note: The scale is set-up 

oppositely with respect to the ternary plot in Figure 3.17 [84] 
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Under the assumptions of a two-phase hydrothermal system it is possible to estimate the 

conditions of the deep hydrothermal system based on the Nereidas fumarole. The 

composition of the Nereidas fumarole was compatible with a two-phase system at a 

temperature of 315˚ Celsius [84]. From the differences in the obtained results using the 

samples from Botero Londoño and the Nereidas fumarole, it was ultimately inferred that the 

hydrothermal system of the NRV was zoned, where different zones equilibrated with 

secondary minerals faster or slower than others [86]. This would explain why the Botero 

Londoño parent waters are colder than expected compared to the results of the inferred 

reservoir temperatures derived from the analysis of the Nereidas fumarole. It was suggested 

that this may be caused from the infiltration of cold meteoric water, likely from the glacier 

resting directly above NVR [84]. It was also suggested that the hydrothermal system of the 

NRV is still evolving, due to the presence of CH4 and SO2 in the steam of the Nereidas 

fumarole [84]. This is an indication of a continuous input of high temperature magmatic 

gases is still occurring in the hydrothermal reservoir [84]. 

 

 Summary of Geochemical Data 

The collected geochemical data on the NRV and surrounding area found in literature, 

however limited, suggests the presence of a geothermal reservoir beneath the NRV. A greater 

number of suitable samples would be necessary to determine the nature of the geothermal 

reservoir with more confidence. The available data supports a high-temperature two-phase 

system, with the possibility of different areas of the reservoir having different temperatures 

and reaching a maximum value of around 315 ˚Celcius, based on the composition of the 

Figure 3.23 δD-δ18O plot of the collected thermal waters. The top-left diagram 

displays steam-water fractionation end members at different temperatures.  The 

mixing lines indicate meteoric waters mixing with andesitic waters.  As can be 

seen, the sample of the Botero Londoño spring plots the farthest from the Meteoric 

Trend Line, and closest to the lowest mixing line. [84] 
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Nereidas fumarole and its compatibility with a two-phase system. This information will be 

integrated to the conceptual model, with the geochemical data as the foundation for the 

interpretation of the reservoir system within the conceptual model. This system will explain 

the origin, recharge, and fluid flow of the reservoir, and how it reacts with the magmatic and 

faulting systems to result in surficial hydrothermal manifestations. 

 

 

3.2.3 Well Nereidas-1 

Pre-feasibility studies conducted by CHEC in 1983, led to the first geothermal well in 

Colombia, Nereidas-1, to be drilled in 1997 by the Colombian company, GESA (Geoenergía 

Andina S.A.) [87]. It is located on the western side of NRV and was originally planned to 

be drilled to a depth of 2000 m but an unplanned deviation of up to 42 degrees resulted in 

the well being drilled only to 1468 m [34]. Seven geological units were identified in the well 

as shown in Table 3.1 and in the borehole record in Table 3.2. The stratigraphy found during 

drilling overall corresponded to a volcanic sequence, however the Quartzite Unit and 

Sericitic Phyllite Unit are considered to be the metamorphic Cajamarca Complex [34]. 

 

 

Table 3.1 The geological units of well Nereidas-1. [34] 

Pyroclastic Rocks Unit 0 – 52.4 m 

Two Pyroxene Andesite Unit 52.4 – 169.7 m 

Amphybole Andesite Unit 169.7 – 393.2 m 

Dacite Unit 393.2 – 758.9 m 

Quartzite Unit 758.9 – 1200.91 m 

Plagioclase and Hornblende Unit 1200.9 – 1467.3 m 

Sericitic Phyllite Unit 1467.3 – 1468.5 m 
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Despite the well not reaching its planned depth, it provided valuable information. At 

1466 m in depth, the measured bottom-hole temperature was already 200 ˚C [34]. The 

procedure for measuring this temperature is unclear, as the report does not indicate when or 

how this bottom-hole temperature measurement was taken. Taking into consideration Figure 

3.24, which summarizes hydrothermal alteration, epidote is present in well Nereidas-1 at 

depths greater than 3500 ft (1066.8 m), indicating temperatures of above 250 ˚C [34]. The 

presence of epidote does not guarantee a high enthalpy geothermal reservoir but is an 

indication of past or current high temperatures which require verification by further 

exploratory drilling. Ultimately, the presence of epidote, and the possibility that the well had 

not completely warmed up when the 200 ˚C temperature was measured, supports the actual 

temperature of the geothermal reservoir of the NRV being greater than 200 ˚C [34]. 

 

Table 3.2 Borehole record of well Nereidas-1. Source: [41] 
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The Nereidas-1 well will be constructed in 3D using the borehole record, and then placed 

into the model. The information from the borehole record will assist in determining the 

thickness of the overlying Quaternary deposits that are abundant in the east of the study area. 

The contact between the Quaternary and the Cajamarca Complex will be defined by where 

the units are in contact in the Nereidas-1 well, at around 758 m from the surface, as indicated 

by the geological units encountered in well Nereidas-1 seen in Table 3.1. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.24 Hydrothermal alteration encountered in well 

Nereidas-1. Source(s): [34] [87] 
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 Chapter Conclusion 

This chapter extensively discusses the geological background of the NRV and takes a 

detailed look at what has been discovered about NRV’s geothermal system. 

 

The general geothermal play type of a geothermal system can be defined by its tectonic 

setting, the nature of the heat source and its dominant heat transfer mechanism [88]. The 

Nevado del Ruiz system consists of an active stratovolcano as a result of subduction of the 

Nazca and South American plate, strongly indicating that the nature of the heat source is 

magmatic. The geochemical studies that have been conducted on the NRV in Section 3.2.2 

suggest that convection of the hydrothermal fluids may play a significant role in heat-

transfer. From these factors, the geothermal play type of the NRV could be defined as a 

magmatic play type with an eruptive magma chamber [88]. 

 

Overall, it is discussed that the stratigraphy of the NRV within the study area consists of 

three main units. These units are the Quebradagrande Complex, Cajamarca Complex, and 

overlaying Quaternary deposits. The Cajamarca Complex is considered to be the best suited 

to house the geothermal reservoir of NRV due to the presence of magmatic intrusions that 

present a rigid and brittle environment for structural faulting. The faults are considered 

critical to understanding the geothermal potential of the area as the primary matrix 

permeability is thought to be low, and the faults provide a fracture permeability. 

Geophysics provides the only evidence of the magma chamber location and nature, 

suggesting a tripartite magma chamber system, where a deep source chamber feeds into 

intermediate and shallow chambers. There are two conflicting interpretations of the 

orientation of the chambers in the subsurface, one which aligns the chambers NW-SE, and 

the other NE-SW. Each interpretation was derived using different geophysical methods. 

The geochemical sampling of thermal springs provides evidence that suggests a two-

phase geothermal system, where temperature zoning occurs due to the infiltration of cold 

meteoric water from the glacier above the volcano. From these studies, the temperature of 

the geothermal reservoir has been indicated at >250˚ Celcius. 

 

The background analysis has displayed that there is substantial information to support 

that the NRV and surrounding area has a faulting system where particular faults strongly 

control magmatic processes and fluid movement through high permeability in specific areas. 

Furthermore, there are working hypotheses regarding the magmatic system and 

hydrothermal reservoir of the NRV that suggests a high-temperature geothermal system 

hosted by the NRV. The data that has been obtained and discussed will be used to 

characterize the resulting 3D model and conceptual model. This entails the integration of 

digitized fault traces and subsurface inclinations of the faults, locations of surface 

manifestations in the form of thermal springs, the results of the discussed MT and seismic 

tomography studies, earthquake hypocenters from 2010-2018, the conceptual geothermal 

reservoir as interpreted from the results of geochemical and geophysical studies, and the 

borehole record of well Nereidas-1. 
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Chapter 4 

43D Model Creation 

 3D Modelling Background 

Recently developed modelling and visualization tools have been gaining prominence and 

use especially within the geoscience community. Computer-based 3D modelling techniques, 

collectively known as “Geoscientific Information Systems”, or GSIS, have been developed 

over the past two decades for the purpose of addressing the need for subsurface 

characterization in both fields of industry and academia [89]. GSIS have become relevant 

originally through their use in the mining and petroleum industries where high-performance 

3D visualization is an integral part of exploration and production activities and have since 

expanded their way into engineering, hydrogeological and geothermal exploration studies 

[89] [90]. 3D modelling enables the capability to effectively model and visualize the geology 

of rock and stratigraphy, spatial and temporal relationships between geological objects 

which may have varying composition, displacement or distortions by tectonic forces, and 

fluid flow through rock units [91]. 

 

Modelling the geometry of the subsurface provides an interpretation which is consistent 

with all the data used for the modelling. Geological subsurface modelling also creates 

property distributions as a basis for numerical modelling [89].  Overall, having a 3D 

visualization allows further formulation of hypotheses and predictions regarding the 

modelled subsurface, and a basis where these hypotheses can be visualized and compared 

between one another. With continuous collection and assimilation of quality data, the 3D 

model can be continually refined. The creation of a geological 3D model is the bridge that 

allows the ongoing transformation of data to understanding, which is the basis for efficient 

decision-making [89]. 

 General Approach 

Following a review of existing public studies of the NRV and surrounding area, this 

study is focused on integrating data regarding the NRV’s geological setting, structural 

deformation, surface manifestations of thermal activity and geophysical studies. This is done 

with the aim of constructing a model that is consistent with all available data. 

 

The majority of the data gathered is initially compiled in the software ArcGIS by ESRI, 

which is a cloud-based mapping platform, and then imported into Leapfrog Geothermal 3.5 

[92]. This was done to ensure that all components that were to be imported into Leapfrog 

Geothermal were under the same co-ordinate system (SIRGAS 2000, UTM Zone 18N). The 
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data set included various forms of shapefiles, digital elevation models, maps, (x, y, z) point 

data, MT and seismic tomography cross-sections, an earthquake hypocenter dataset from the 

years 2010-2018 and the well-log from the Nereidas-1 well report. Ultimately the collected 

data is compiled and integrated to produce a 3D model of the northwest area of the NRV, 

including the stratovolcano itself and the neighboring SW volcanic center, the Santa Isabel 

Volcano (SIV). A conceptual model is then created using the 3D model as a base to further 

visualize the hypothesized relationships within the geothermal system of NRV.  This will be 

elaborated upon in Chapter 5. 

 

A two-week training course in the fundamentals of Leapfrog Geo, a 3D modelling 

software created by Seequent, was undertaken prior to the start of the study. The course was 

located in Chesham, London, of United Kingdom. The Leapfrog Geo fundamentals course 

was a series of sessions and exercises enabling the user to become accustomed to the 

Leapfrog interface and various functions and features that the software provides for 3D 

modelling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic of the approach taken with this study. 
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 Leapfrog Geothermal Modelling Software 

Leapfrog Geothermal 3.5 modelling software by Seequent was used as the platform for 

the 3D modelling of the NRV. It was developed to model and visualize geothermal systems 

in three dimensions, emphasizing its ability to build reliable models out of sparse data which 

geothermal projects typically have [93]. Leapfrog subsurface modelling software was 

originally developed for the mining industry, but recently has adapted a version of the 

software to cater toward the emerging geothermal industry [94] [95]. 

 

The models created by Leapfrog Geothermal are based on mathematical interpolation 

functions, providing a grid-free representation of the subsurface [96].  Numerical quantities 

such as volumes, temperature and pressure can be provided once the model is created [96]. 

The data types that can be imported and used in Leapfrog Geothermal are very diverse and 

can come from an array of different sources. This includes data from well logs, cross-

sections, shapefiles, various numerical data, seismic point data, raster files, and meshes. MT 

geophysical data sets can also be directly imported into the software, along with GOCAD 

and UBC models. In addition, the models created can be used as a basis for flow simulation 

models using TOUGH2 software [93]. For this project, the input data consists of raster .tiff 

files, .csv files for numerical, point and well data, GIS shapefiles, .jpeg cross-section images, 

and various .jpeg map image files. 

 

The software comes with an array of features that allow the user to rapidly build 3D 

models of the subsurface, but always with room for adjustment as new data becomes 

available [93]. Because the interpretation and measured data are maintained separately, the 

quantitative data can be updated, and the interpretation changed when appropriate [97]. 

 

 3D Modelling Process of the Nevado del Ruiz 

4.4.1 Co-ordinate System, Topography and Surface Features 

 

The coordinate system that is used for the entire 3D model and its features is: SIRGAS 

2000, UTM Zone 18N. It is the coordinate system that is ideal for medium to large-scale 

topographic mapping for Central and South America [98]. This coordinate system is ideal 

for the model as it clearly encompasses the area of study in the Colombian region. Initially, 

the data were in the coordinate system GCS WGS 1984, which is standard for use in 

cartography and navigation for GPS, however, due to issues of scaling it was found to be 

incompatible with Leapfrog modelling software. The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) used 

to create the topography of the model is derived from the open-source Shuttle Radar 

Topography Mission (SRTM) database and has a resolution of 30 m [99]. The modelled area 

covers a total of 1026 km2. 

 

The surface traces of the lithologic contacts and fault locations are determined with the 

use of two separate maps, both based from the Geological Survey of Colombia (Servicio 

Geológico Colombiano). The maps are as follows: 

1. “Geología del Complejo Volcánico Nevado del Ruiz”, created in 2014 (Figure 

4.2) 
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2. Maps 206 and 225 as re-created and made into one map by González (2001) [100] 

(Figure 4.3) 

(“Geología de la Plancha 206 Manizales”, and “Geología de la Plancha 225 

Nevado del Ruiz” both created in 1998 by Servicio Geológico Colombiano) 

 

 

The map chosen to depict the surface contacts of the lithologic outcrops of the 

Quebradagrande, Cajamarca and Quaternary units is Map 2 which was created by González 

(2001), seen in Figure 4.3 [100]. Map 1, “Geología del Complejo Volcánico Nevado del 

Ruiz”, is used mainly for the characterizing the surface expression of the faults. This was 

done because the map created by González (2001) displays clearer contacts between major 

lithologic units, while the other map, “Geología del Complejo Volcánico Nevado del Ruiz”, 

displays more detail regarding surface fault traces. Map 2 by González (2001) is imported 

into Leapfrog Geothermal as a .jpeg file and is the map overlain upon the topography of the 

model. The resulting topography created in Leapfrog Geothermal can be seen in Figure 4.4 

a) and b) and an elevation profile can be seen in Figure 4.5. An input resolution of 100 was 

used for the topography, which allows the display of topographic features in significant 

detail. Shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 are the fault outlines corresponding to Figure 

3.3 in Chapter 3.1.2, and locations of known thermal springs in the study area. The blue 

sphere represents the Botero Londoño spring from the study of Federico et al. (2017), and 

the red spheres represent locations of thermal springs as obtained from SGC. This 

information was initially digitized as shapefiles using ArcGIS software, then exported and 

seamlessly imported into Leapfrog Geothermal. Each point and polyline were digitized 

individually to be able to manipulate them as individual features in both ArcGIS and 

Leapfrog Geothermal. 
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Figure 4.2 “Geología del Complejo Volcánico Nevado del Ruiz” map by Servicio Geológico 

Colombiano (2014).  
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Figure 4.3 Map recreated by González (2001) of maps 206 and 225 of the Servicio 

Geológico Colombiano. This map was overlain onto the topography of the 3D geological 

model. The blue rectangle indicates the study area.  The Nevado del Ruiz Volcano (NRV) 

and Santa Isabel Volcano (SIV) are also indicated. Co-ordinate system: 

SIRGAS_2000_18N. 
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Figure 4.4 Resulting digital topography of the NRV study area from Leapfrog Geothermal. a) View from 

above; b) Angled view to show texture of topography. Blue lines: Faults; Yellow sphere: well Nereidas-1; 

Blue sphere: Botero Londoño spring; Red spheres: locations of thermal springs. NRV is outlined in red, and 

SIV in orange. 

a) 

b) 
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4.4.2 Lithologies 

From the proposed methodology a geological 3D model is created as seen in Figure 4.6. 

Three main lithologies are modelled, being the Quebradagrande complex, the Cajamarca 

complex, and the overlying Quaternary-aged deposits. The surface between the Quaternary 

deposits and the other two lithologic units is treated as an erosional surface due to their 

differences in age, and the Quaternary deposits are modelled to lie horizontally above the 

dipping Quebradagrande and Cajamarca units. The stratigraphic record of well Nereidas-1 

by Monsalve et al. (1998) indicates that the well reaches the Cajamarca complex at around 

750 m from the surface, beginning at the Quartzite layer [34]. This is considered in the 

design of the contact between the Quaternary and other units. The stratigraphic well record 

of Nereidas-1 is used to guide the thickness of the Quaternary Unit, ensuring that the contact 

between the Quaternary deposits and Cajamarca complex is at the appropriate depth as 

indicated by the well record. The contact between the Quebradagrande and Cajamarca units 

is the San Jeronimo fault. 

 

Though all three lithologic groups are comprised of more than one stratigraphy, they are 

each treated as one single unit according to their overall unique rock type. For example, the 

Quebradagrande as a whole is treated as a marine-volcanic unit, the Cajamarca a 

metamorphic unit, and the Quaternary a volcanic unit. This was done both to simplify the 

modelling process and because data were not available to characterize the specific 

subsurface orientations of the various lithologies that these rock units consist of. 

The NRV and SIV are modelled as ‘intrusions’ within the model, to denote the existence 

of the volcanic andesitic rock that makes up the volcanoes themselves and are distinct from 

the pre-volcanic Cajamarca basement unit and Quaternary deposits. To accomplish this, a 

mesh is designed for both the NRV and SIV individually with its structure, constrained by 

Figure 4.5 Elevation profile of the NRV model, looking north. 
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polylines created within Leapfrog Geothermal that shape the volcanic cone, and GIS contact 

lines digitized from Map 2 by González (2001) denoting the locations of the volcanoes. The 

resolutions of the meshes are created with an adaptive property, meaning that the areas closer 

to the input data (polylines and GIS lines) have a finer resolution than the areas without, 

honoring the volcanic shape of the intrusions as much as possible. Both NRV and SIV are 

derived from the same volcanic complex and it is assumed that they are both comprised of 

andesitic rocks. Their difference in color is to distinguish between the different volcanoes. 

 

 

 

 

4.4.3 Fault System 

The fault systems are digitized as 3D planes within the proposed study area. Faulting is 

a particularly important mechanism in the Nevado del Ruiz geothermal area as it is 

considered to control permeability in the basement rock. 

 

The fault lines were initially digitized as polylines in ArcGIS, and then exported as 

shapefiles and imported in to Leapfrog Geothermal. Structural discs were input on the 

topographic surface along the fault trace, each oriented parallel to the strike of the fault and 

then given an inclination using the dip value of the fault. Several structural discs were 

manually input for each individual fault trace. Once complete, the structural discs guide the 

orientation of the fault plane in the subsurface, as seen in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. The 

numerical data that control the inclination for each individual fault is obtained through 

Figure 4.6 3D model of the NRV. Yellow sphere: well Nereidas-1; Blue sphere: Botero Londoño 

spring; Red spheres: locations of thermal springs  
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various sources of public scientific literature. Ultimately, nineteen recognized faults were 

mapped in 3D, with their surface traces taken from the maps shown in Chapter 4.4.1 when 

available (Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3), and their dips taken from literature where it could be 

found. Otherwise, if the fault did not have dip data it was modelled with a sub-vertical dip 

of ~85-90˚. 

 

Smaller geological models within the larger, main geological model was created for each 

fault. This was done for three reasons: 1) The faults have a different maximum depth 

boundary than the main model, 2) To be able to handle and manipulate each fault 

individually, and 3) Faults must stretch fully across the lateral extent of the geological model 

they are incorporated into. As most faults are within the main model but do not stretch across 

its full extent, smaller models were created specifically for each fault. A subsurface depth 

limit of 5 km b.s.l. is used for all faults, with this judgement based on subsurface seismic 

data beneath the NRV [81] [59] [45]. This is elaborated upon further in the following Section 

4.4.4.  There is currently no public data that determines the extent of displacement that these 

faults provide, thus there is no offset modelled in the lithological units surrounding the faults. 
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Figure 4.7 View from above of the digitized faults in relation to the border of the Los 

Nevados National Park, shown in red. 

Figure 4.8 All modelled faults in relation to the topography. The location of NRV is lined 

in red, SIV in orange. 

N 
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4.4.4 Seismic Data 

A dataset of the hypocenter location and magnitude of earthquakes in the NRV and 

surrounding area from 2010 – 2018 was requested and obtained from Servicio Geológico 

Colombiano (SGC). Majority of the seismic centers from the dataset have a magnitude of 2-

3 and reside from ~4 km a.s.l. to ~5 km b.s.l., which guides the depths of the modelled 

faulting as described in the previous Section 4.4.3. A very small fraction of seismic events 

reaching up to 10 km b.s.l. is present in the east-southeast area of the dataset.  This suggests 

that faulting to the east of the study area may reach greater depths, or that there is another 

cause for deep seismicity toward the east. The purpose of incorporating this data was to be 

able to view the seismic activity of NRV and the surrounding area and visualize how the 

activity related to the modelled faulting and intrusions. The components of the dataset file 

were formatted and imported into Leapfrog Geothermal to be integrated into the model. 

Figure 4.9 a) and b) show all the earthquake hypocenter points. The data is filtered to display 

earthquake magnitude, as seen by the legend in the figure. 

 
 

Figure 4.9 Earthquake hypocenters around the NRV and 

surrounded area from 2010-2018; a) View from above with all 

modelled fault traces and locations of NRV and SIV, b) View 

looking North. 

a) 

b) 

Magnitude 

Magnitude 
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4.4.5 Magmatic System 

The creation of a conceptual representation of the magma chamber system hosted by the 

NRV was accomplished through the integration of multiple sources of geophysical data and 

interpretation. Cross-sections from seismic tomography and MT survey results were directly 

used to shape the shallow, intermediate and deep magma chambers [43] [80] [45]. The cross-

sections were imported directly into Leapfrog Geothermal and placed in their respective 

locations based on the studies that they were derived, as seen in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 

a) and b). With the cross-sections as guides to the location and approximate size and shape 

of the magma chambers, intrusion surfaces were created in Leapfrog Geothermal by use of 

polyline and structural functions. This can be seen in Figure 4.12. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Imported MT cross-sections from González et al. (2015) with topography. 
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Figure 4.11 Imported seismic tomography cross-sections from Vargas et al. (2017). Figure a) 

view from above; Figure b) View looking North. 

a) 

b) 

N 

b) 
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Multiple studies aided indirectly in the interpretation of the magma chambers and the 

way that they were ultimately modeled in 3D [82] [83] [45] [43] [80] [59]. These studies 

support a multistage magma chamber system concept which likely had three separate 

chambers that connected through a series of dykes and sills. In the construction of the magma 

chambers to fit this concept, each magma chamber was designed individually with the 

available data. In the design of the shallowest magma chamber, a cross-section was used 

derived from repeated seismic tomography methods [80]. This data was deemed to be best 

used for the design of the shallow magma chamber for it had the highest resolution as the 

study was focused on the shallower depths encompassed by this chamber. The cross-section 

derived from the period of 1998-2010 directly guided the creation of the spatial boundaries 

of the shallow chamber, as this cross-section depicted the stage where the most magma 

upwelling filled the chamber space, giving the best representation of the original size of the 

chamber (Figure 4.13) [80].  The location and relative size of the intermediate and deep 

chambers were guided by the cross-sections derived from MT surveying surrounding the 

NRV [43]. The resulting cross-sections displayed zones of low resistivity deeper than ~2 km 

from the surface, interpreted as deeper magma chambers. From the study, cross-sections A4-

A5 and A3-A4, are used directly in determining the spatial boundaries of the intermediate 

and deep magma chambers, seen in Figure 4.14 a) and b) [43]. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 The magmatic intrusions created with the guidance of geophysical 

cross sections, polylines (bright green dashes line) and structural discs (blue discs) to 

control spatial extent. 
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Figure 4.13 Cross-section derived from seismic tomography study from Vargas et al. (2017) 

guiding the creation and location of the shallowest magma chamber. 

Shallowest magma chamber (~2 km.a.s.l) 
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Figure 4.14 a) MT cross-section A4-A5 guiding the design of the intermediate magma 

chamber; b) MT cross-section A3-A4 guiding the design of the deepest magma chamber in 

the interpretation of González et al. (2015) [43] 

a) 

b) 

Shallow chamber 

Intermediate magma chamber (~ 1 km.a.s.l) 

Shallow chamber 

Intermediate chamber  

Deep magma chamber (~4 km.b.s.l) 
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Two different interpretations for the orientations of the magma chambers in the 

subsurface are modelled in Leapfrog Geothermal, portrayed in Figure 4.15 a) and b). As 

seen in the figures, one understanding has the magma chambers trending generally NW-SE 

from shallow to deep chamber (Figure 4.15 a), and the other NE-SW (Figure 4.15 b), with 

the deepest chamber residing beneath the Nevado Santa Isabel volcano at approximately 12 

km below the surface. The results of both studies are modelled to display the conflicting 

interpretations of the orientations of the magma chambers found in literature [43] [45]. For 

both modelled interpretations, the shallow and intermediate chambers are the same and are 

guided by the geophysical cross-sections as mentioned previously. The only difference is in 

the design of the deep chamber; in the NE-SW orientation (Figure 4.15 a), the design of the 

deep magma chamber is guided by the MT cross-section, in which there is a deeply emplaced 

high conductivity zone that could be interpreted as magma [43]. Contrarily in the NE-SE 

chamber orientation (Figure 4.15 b), the design of the deep magma chamber is not directly 

controlled by data but is taken from the interpretation of a study using volcano pressure 

volume modelling [45]. 
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Figure 4.15 The two interpretations found in literature for the orientations 

of the magma chambers of the NRV: a) Interpretation of González et al. (2015), 

and b) Interpretation of Lundgren et al. (2015). The magma chambers are 

labelled S = shallow, I = intermediate, and D = deep. The NRV is lined in red, 

and the SIV in orange. 
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 3D Modelling Applications of the Nevado del Ruiz 

4.5.1 Data Integration of Faulting, Magmatic System and Seismicity of the 

NRV 

The integration of data into a 3D visualization allows a platform to visualize different 

working hypotheses against others and determine which interpretation may align more with 

other data. It also allows a platform to create new hypotheses based on what the data 

displays. An opportunity to demonstrate both of these aspects exists in the case of the 3D 

modelling of the NRV. 

 

Recall that the relationship between the faulting, magmatic system and seismicity of the 

NRV is an integral part to understanding the movement of magma within the NRV 

geothermal system. The seismicity is believed to be related to subsurface magma movement 

through certain faults. Visualizing this relationship in 3D through the input of relevant 

geological and geophysical data would provide a visual check on the relationships that have 

been hypothesized in literature. 

 

Chapter 3.2.1.2 shows that there are two largely differing interpretations in regard to the 

orientation of the magmatic intrusions of the NRV’s tripartite magma chambers. The magma 

chambers were created as intrusions within Leapfrog Geothermal from cross-sections 

resulting from MT and seismic tomography studies, along with structural interpretation from 

literature as seen in the previous Chapter 4.4.5. The resulting modelled magma chambers 

are a representation of the subsurface heat providing the energy for the geothermal system 

of NRV. Displaying the two interpretations of magma chamber orientation within the whole 

model will provide a platform to view both interpretations in relation to other data integrated 

into the Leapfrog Geothermal 3D modelling platform. This integration of data provides a 

way to determine which interpretation of the orientation of the NRV’s magma chambers 

shows alignment with the other data, when both interpretations can be shown and compared 

against other data in a spatial context. Visualization in this form will also indicate what kind 

of further study is required in order to result in more robust interpretations. 

 

 Visual confirmation of hypotheses in literature through 3D modelling 

Figure 4.16 below shows the 2010 – 2018 NRV hypocenter dataset with the modelled 

faulting that exists amid the hypocenter locations, and both orientation interpretations for 

the magmatic intrusions. The figure presents an overall visualization of possible subsurface 

relationships between the seismic activity, faulting and intrusion of the NRV. Figure 4.17 

displays a close-up, focus area taken from Figure 4.16 of the shallow magma chamber and 

surrounding faults. Cross-section A-A’ and B-B’ are created in Figure 4.18 a) and b) to 

further understand the relationships between the faulting, magmatic system and seismicity, 

with the focal point as the shallow magma chamber. The sections are taken relatively 

perpendicular to the faults Villamaria-Termales (A-A’), and Palestina (B-B’), to better 

observe the two faults which are thought to be primarily responsible for magma transport in 

the NRV. 
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Figure 4.16 Earthquake hypocenters from 2010-2018 shown with all 3D modelled faults, 

lineaments, and both interpretations of magma chamber orientations. View from above. S= shallow 

chamber, I = intermediate chamber, D = deep chamber(s). The yellow rectangle within the black dashed-

line indicates the location of Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17 A close-up view of the shallow magma chamber, labelled 

“S”. Image is within the yellow rectangle depicted in Figure 4.16. Cross-

section A-A’ and B-B’ are highlighted below in Figure 4.18 a) and b) 
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Figure 4.16, Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show that much of the intermediate strength 

hypocenters with magnitudes of 2 - 3.5 (green spheres) surround the shallowest magma 

chamber, are clustered within areas of fault intersection, and are found in high density along 

the upper half of the Palestina fault. Figure 4.18 a) displays a cluster of intermediate strength 

Figure 4.18 Cross-section views from Figure 4.18. a) Cross-section A-A’, situated 

relatively perpendicular to the Villamaria-Termales fault. Image is slightly angled for a better 

view of the cross-section components; b) Cross-section B-B’, situated perpendicular to the 

Palestina fault. 
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hypocenters in the intersection of the Villamaria-Termales and Santa Rosa fault, and Figure 

4.18 b) displays another hypocenter cluster in the area where the Santa Rosa, Cueva Pirineos 

and Olleta-Nereidas faults intersect. In Figure 4.18 a), a collection of hypocenters can be 

seen delineating the upper half of the Palestina fault. The Palestina fault is thought to be one 

of the major faults responsible for magma transport to the shallow chamber (Chapter 

3.1.2.1.7), thus a lot of seismic events could be expected in and around this faulting area. 

This integration of data showing the location of the seismic centers in relation to the faulting 

and magma chambers supports the inference that majority of shallow intermediate 

earthquakes within the NRV may be caused by magma movement from the chambers 

through the faulting system, specifically the Palestina fault. 

 Creating new hypotheses based on 3D visualization of data 

The visualization resulting from the integration of this data is also able to result in further 

hypotheses around the relationship between the seismicity, faulting and magmatic system. 

Further observing Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 a) displays a cluster of earthquake 

hypocenters that are unaccounted for through either faulting or the presence of a magma 

chamber. The figures are brought back to attention below (Figure 4.19): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Figures displaying the cluster of earthquake hypocenters that are not visibly 

directly related to any structural or magmatic feature. The red arrows indicate the location of 

the cluster in each figure. 

lineament 
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Various hypotheses can be presented in regard to this particular group of earthquake 

hypocenters. The hypotheses may include, but are not limited to: 

• There is a fault that is present in that area that has not yet been recognized in public 

literature. The top image in Figure 4.19  shows that a lineament that is directly above 

the area in question (labelled in image) has been recognized; perhaps this is a lineament 

of an active fault in which the earthquake hypocenters delineate. 

• The shallow chamber may have a different spatial extent than what was interpreted 

from literature and modelled in 3D. 

• The location of the intermediate shallow chamber may be in a different location than 

what was concluded from the MT studies from which it was interpreted. 

 

This example shows how 3D modelling and visualization can assist in revealing the gaps 

of knowledge in a project, which then provides objectives for future field campaigns. The 

3D aspect specifically allows a different perspective that is not acquired through just a 2D 

interpretation of data.  Further data that can be collected to further address what is occurring 

beneath the NRV is addressed in Chapter 6. 

 

 Using the 3D model as a platform to compare different interpretations of the 

same component 

The two different interpretations of magma chamber configuration of the NRV as 

described in both previous Sections 3.2.1.2 and 4.4.5 were modelled from data derived from 

literature. Both interpretations when viewed in conjunction with the other 3D model data 

provide insight to which magma chamber configuration aligns with other data. In this 

example, the data compared are: two magma chamber orientations and the seismic 

hypocenter data from 2010-2018 of the NRV. This was chosen because it is suggested that 

seismic events are largely caused by emplacement of magma to shallower depths, as 

described in chapter 3.2.1.2. Therefore, it could be expected that seismic events would be in 

proximity to the magmatic chambers. 

 

Figure 4.20 below displays the NE-SW magma orientation interpretation suggested by 

Lundgren et al. (2015), portrayed with the seismic hypocenter data. The resulting cross-

sectional view is along the NE-SW trend of the chamber alignment (from shallow to deep 

chamber). It can clearly be seen that the seismic events are abundant in the midst of the 

shallow and intermediate chambers, however there are no seismic events in the vicinity of 

the deep magma chamber. 

 

Figure 4.21 displays a similar figure to Figure 4.20 with the only difference being the 

magma chamber interpretation, and the trend at where the cross-section is obtained. In this 

figure the seismic hypocenter data is the NW-SE magma orientation interpretation suggested 

by González-Garcia et al. (2015), with a cross-section taken at a NW-SE trend. In this cross-

section the shallow and intermediate chambers are also surrounded by seismic events, 

however in contrast to Figure 4.20, the deep chamber in the NW-SE interpretation is 

surrounded by a significant amount of high-magnitude seismic centers. 
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Figure 4.20 Cross-section view of the NE-SW magma chamber interpretation by 

Lundgren et al. (2015). The above photo displays the cross-section location of the photo 

below. It can be observed how there is no seismic activity in the vicinity of the deep magma 

chamber in this interpretation, labelled “D”. 
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Figure 4.21 Cross-section view of the NW-SE magma chamber interpretation by 

González-Garcia et al. (2015). The above photo displays the cross-section location of the 

photo below. It can be observed how there is significant seismic activity of high magnitude in 

the vicinity of the deep magma chamber in this interpretation, labelled “D”. 
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As seen above in Figure 4.22, the deep magma chamber encircled by the red dashed line 

is the interpreted deep chamber if the intrusions were to have a NW-SE orientation, and the 

deep magma chamber encircled by the blue dashed line is the interpreted deep chamber if 

the intrusions were to have a NE-SW orientation. 

Ultimately, Figure 4.20, Figure 4.21, and Figure 4.22 display that the higher-magnitude 

hypocenters (red spheres), are located around the deep magma chamber interpretation of the 

NW-SE orientation. In comparison, the deep magma chamber of the NW-SW orientation 

shows almost no traces of seismic activity directly around it. This visualization may indicate 

that the orientation of the magma chambers is in fact, NW-SE. However, further detailed 

subsurface study would be valuable to validate and increase confidence in this interpretation, 

the most effective being a detailed geophysical MT survey in the NRV area.  This will 

validate the extent of the inferred magma bodies in the subsurface, which will provide a 

clearer interpretation of the magma chamber locations in relation to seismic centers.  In 

addition, input of the results from a seismic survey extending further south, around Nevado 

Santa Isabel may provide a clearer picture of whether the NE-SW magma chamber 

interpretation generates seismic activity southward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.22 Both magma chamber interpretations shown at the same time. This view 

shows that the deep magma chamber of the NE-SW orientation (circled in blue) is not 

accompanied by any seismic activity compared to the deep chamber of the NW-SE 

interpretation (circled in red). 
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4.5.2 Permeability Structure Hypothesis 

Combining the faulting surfaces, seismic hypocenters, and the surface locations of 

thermal waters provides a basis to infer the subsurface permeability structure of the NRV 

thereby presenting a permeability model of the NRV geothermal system. Chapter 3.1.3 on 

Faulting and Permeability suggests that subvertical fractures that trend NW-SE control the 

circulation of the NRVs hydrothermal system, resulting in thermal waters aligning 

themselves along these NW-SE trending areas of permeability. 

 

Although many studies suggest this link between fault permeability and fluid flow, 3D 

modelling provides the opportunity to visualize this and present an interpretation within the 

subsurface. Two possible interpretations of permeability structure are presented.  In the first, 

seen in Figure 4.23 and Figure 4.24, uses the 3D model to present eight denoted 

permeability zones. 

 

(Note: The labels depicting the name of the faults have been omitted from these figures due to 

spatial considerations, however Figure 3.3 may be used for reference, and can be found within this 

text and in Appendix A) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.23 A view from above showing the surface orientation of the thermal water 

manifestations generally aligning NW-SE, as shown by the green lines grouping the 

manifestations. Red spheres: thermal water locations from SGC; blue sphere: Botero Londoño 

spring; yellow sphere: Well Nereidas-1. All faulting and lineaments are also shown. 
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The 8 permeability zones shown in Figure 4.23 are based on the grouping of hot springs.  

These groupings were chosen taking into consideration the proximity of the thermal 

manifestations to one another, and the inferred NW-SE trend of permeability.  Specifically, 

zones 1-5 were chosen based mainly on the proximity of hot springs to one another, where 

zones were formed around “clusters” of springs, while zones 6-8 were interpreted to be more 

elongated, NW-SE zones. The zones of surface permeability shown in Figure 4.23 are 

projected into the subsurface at the same inclinations that are presented by the faulting which 

appear to provide the permeability outlets which host the thermal waters. It can be observed 

that the majority of the documented thermal waters lie on faults that have vertical to sub-

vertical subsurface inclinations such as the Campoalegrito, Campoalegre, San Ramon, San 

Eugenio and Samaná Sur faults. Other faults that can be seen to host permeability for thermal 

waters are believed to dip between 70-75˚, such as the Nereidas, Quebrada Negra, Rio Claro, 

and the Villamaria-Termales. 

 

Figure 4.24 below displays the permeability structure of the NRV extrapolated into the 

subsurface within the 3D model, based on the surface thermal manifestation groupings 

shown in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.24 The inferred permeability structure of the study area within 

the 3D model. Above: Bird’s eye view; Below: Angled image to display 

permeability zones within the subsurface. 
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In the permeability structure shown in Figure 4.24 the permeability zones are grouped 

conservatively; only around where thermal waters have surfaced. Figure 4.25 a) and b) show 

a second interpretation where the permeability zones are grouped in a less-conservative 

manner. In this interpretation, permeability zone 3, 4, and 5 are arranged as one larger 

permeability zone trending NW-SE along the Nereidas, Quebrada-Negra, Billar and Rio 

Claro faults, with all three smaller permeability zones within. 

 

Figure 4.25 A less-conservative interpretation of permeability zone arrangement. a) 

Zones 3, 4 and 5 are grouped together to be a larger permeability zone that trends from NW-

SE as shown by the yellow line; b) The interpretation interpolated into the subsurface. 
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As mentioned, the permeability zones were extrapolated into the subsurface with their 

spatial extent guided by the faulting that the zone encompassed and was done under the 

assumption that these faults provide outlets of permeability able to host the thermal waters. 

Figure 4.26 displays this methodology in detail for permeability zone 6. All the permeability 

zones are constructed with the same considerations. 

 

 

Figure 4.26 The fault zone surrounding the Villamaria-Termales fault. The photo 

above depicts the location of the cross-section A-A’, with the profile shown in the photo 

below. It can be seen how the permeability zone trends and is inclined into the 

subsurface at the same manner as the fault. The Villamaria-Termales fault is labelled and 

shown in red. 
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A final observation that comes from this integration of data can be seen in Figure 4.27. The 

rectangle around permeability zone 7 indicates a permeable area in which the presence of 

thermal waters is not directly linked to a recognized NW-SE trending fault. This highlighted 

area is in approximately the same area from Chapter 4.5.1.2 where there exists a seismic 

cluster that is unaccounted for by the magma system or a recognized fault. The fact that there 

are thermal springs around the same area of question thus further indicates the presence of a 

permeable fault in that area, not yet recognized in literature. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.27 The black rectangle highlights a zone of permeability that is not directly 

linked to a NW-SE trending fault. 
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 Chapter Conclusion 

A 3D model of the NRV and surrounding area is completed with the use of Leapfrog 

Geothermal, a modelling software designed by Seequent. 3D modelling is a technique used 

to understand the spatial and temporal relationships between geo-objects in the subsurface, 

and in this study is done primarily from the consideration of geological and geophysical 

data. Initially, the modeled area only included the NRV and surrounding area, however, the 

focus area was ultimately extended to the south to also include the neighboring volcano, 

Nevado Santa Isabel. This was done to accommodate the spatial area of the two different 

magma chamber interpretations modelled from literature and evaluated in this work [43] 

[45]. The collection of data from various sources was integrated into a 3D model that 

consisted of two volcanoes, three lithologic units, an extensive fault system, two 

interpretations of the magmatic system of NRV, and a visualization of the locations of both 

surface thermal waters and subsurface seismicity from 2010-2018. 

 

Useful applications of 3D modelling were utilized upon the construction of the NRV 

model. Integrating the data in different ways within Leapfrog Geothermal allows for a closer 

observation of different aspects of the NRV geothermal system. 

Combining the faulting, magma chambers, and the seismic hypocenters creates a model 

visualization that allows the observation of the relationship between the structural and 

magmatic systems of the NRV. This visualization showed that these factors are closely 

related, as majority of seismic unrest can be found surrounding the area of the shallowest 

magma chamber and aligning on the faults that are thought to be associated with magma 

transport. 3D modelling can be especially useful for comparing different interpretations of 

data that the user may encounter during the process of model-creation and was utilized to 

compare the differing magma chamber orientation interpretations of the NRV found in 

literature. Both interpretations were compared against other model data to see which 

interpretation fit best with other available data. 

A visualization of faulting, seismic data and geothermal spring locations provided a 

model in which the permeability structure of the NRV could be inferred. A hypothesis of a 

3D permeability structure of the NRV was established, providing a visualization of 

permeable flow zones within the 3D model. Ultimately, the model can be used in many ways 

to develop further hypotheses, leading to the determination of the best locations and methods 

for further geothermal exploration. 

 

As the geological model only displays subsurface geo-objects, it does not address the 

inner workings of hydrothermal system of the NRV and only provides location markers of 

acknowledged surface manifestations. The integration of the hydrothermal system via the 

addition of geochemical interpretation will be addressed in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

5Conceptual Model of the NRV: Integrating 

geochemical interpretation 

 Conceptual Modelling Background 

Conceptual modelling in the realm of geothermal study is a practice that brings together 

the qualitative and quantitative data of the geothermal system being modelled and presents 

it in a manner that explains the way that the system is believed to “work”. Like with 3D 

modelling, the conceptual model is a visualization that results from the integration of data. 

The conceptual model is usually displayed as a cross-section across the area of interest that 

displays important aspects of the geothermal prospect and is often the basis for high-impact 

decisions such as determining drilling locations and drilling target depths. To facilitate 

understanding, conceptual models include arrows that describe the perceived movement of 

fluids throughout the system. This enables the user to target the optimal areas of permeability 

and fluid flow for geothermal energy production. 

 

 General Approach 

The 3D model created in Chapter 4 integrated the geological and geophysical data of the 

NRV into a 3-dimensional visualization. Due to the limited available geochemical data of 

the NRV and considering the ideal ways to visualize this type of data, only a limited amount 

of geochemical data was able to be represented in the 3D model. The represented data 

comprised of the locations of the recognized thermal springs in the NRV area. The intent of 

creating a conceptual model is to provide a platform in which more of the geochemical data 

of the NRV could also be represented and understood within the geological and geophysical 

data. 

 

To create the conceptual model, the same approach as seen previously in Chapter 4.2, 

shown in Figure 4.1 was used. As the 3D model is the base from which the conceptual model 

is created, the 3D model was first completed. Three cross-sections taken from different areas 

of the 3D model are used to represent three different conceptual visualizations. The three 

locations are chosen strategically to result in visualizations that present the most information 

of the hydrothermal, magmatic, and geological systems in one frame. Once analyzed and 

annotated to describe the inferred movement of fluids through the system and its 

components, the conceptual model cross-sections are placed back into the 3D model to 

examine in spatial context its location in reference to the faulting, magma bodies, seismic 

hypocenters and the permeability structure hypothesis presented in Chapter 4.5.2. 
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 Conceptual Model Results 

The cross-sections which the conceptual model is based from within the 3D model are 

shown below in Figure 5.1. The location of the cross-sections includes the most prominent 

thermal manifestations that are recognized in literature, the Botero Londoño spring and the 

Nereidas fumarole, alongside the shallow magma chamber of the NRV. These thermal 

manifestations indicate a high-enthalpy geothermal system. In addition, the sections are 

arranged to intersect the inferred geothermal reservoir in the W-SW of the NRV as depicted 

by geophysical studies discussed in Section 3.2.1.2. Since the Botero Londoño and Nereidas 

fumarole are in alignment with the shallow magma chamber at different angles, it is not 

possible to get the spring, fumarole and chamber all in the same frame. Thus, cross-section 

A-A’ is through the Botero Londoño spring and the NRV (intersecting the shallow chamber), 

section B-B’ is through the Botero Londoño spring and Nereidas fumarole, and lastly, 

section C-C’ is through the Nereidas fumarole and the NRV. 

 

 

 

 

The conceptual model cross-sections of the NRV display the hypothesized relationships 

between the magmatic and hydrothermal systems of the NRV within the 3D model. It is 

designed based on the geological, geophysical and geochemical interpretations discussed in 

Chapter 3 [84] [43]. Depicted in all sections is the recharge of the system which is meteoric 

in origin and infiltrates the rock through the complex fracture permeability [84]. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Section A-A’ is taken NW-SE from the 3D model, aligned with the Botero 

Londoño thermal spring and the NRV crater; B-B’ is also taken NW-SE and is aligned with the 

Botero Londoño spring and the Nereidas fumarole; C-C’ is taken W-E and is aligned with the 

Nereidas fumarole and the NRV crater. 
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5.3.1 Cross-Section A-A’ 

 

 

Cross-section A-A’ was made to include the Botero Londoño thermal spring as it is one 

of the thermal manifestations that suggest the presence of a high-enthalpy reservoir. The 

location of the intermediate magmatic chamber of the NRV is outlined for conceptual 

understanding, but technically would not be visible in the cross-section slice presented as it 

is located further SE. The intermediate chamber is depicted in Figure 5.2 feeding the shallow 

magma chamber oriented directly beneath the NRV, which is partially surrounded by an 

inferred solid carapace of precipitated silica and clay separating it from the hydrothermal 

system [43]. The arrow to the left of the intermediate magma chamber indicates high 

temperature gases being input into the two-phase hydrothermal reservoir directly to the west 

of the chamber [84] [43]. The hydrothermal reservoir is predicted to be zoned, where certain 

areas have lower temperature than others due to mixing with cold meteoric water possibly 

deriving from the melting glacier overtop the NRV (blue arrows conceptually show 

movement of cold meteoric glacial water into the subsurface) [84]. As the water from the 

hydrothermal reservoir makes its way to the surface, it is predicted to be diluted, reaching 

the Botero Londoño thermal spring as a ‘daughter’ thermal water derived from the original 

parent waters of the hydrothermal reservoir [84]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Conceptual model of the geothermal system of NRV, using section A-A’ from the created 

3D model. Orange lines represent faulting. 
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5.3.2 Cross-Section B-B’ 

 

 

Cross-section B-B’ shows a similar view as A-A’, however in B-B’ both the Botero 

Londoño thermal spring and the Nereidas fumarole are displayed in the Section. Figure 5.3 

shows that the steam from the two-phase hydrothermal reservoir being the original source 

that feeds Nereidas fumarole, which is a concept discussed in Section 3.2.2.2. The shallow 

magma chamber is outside of this section; however, the location of the intermediate chamber 

is outlined in a red-dashed line, to show display the high-temperature gases being input into 

the two-phase hydrothermal reservoir. 

Figure 5.3 Cross-Section B-B’. The cross-section shows a slice going through the 

Botero Londoño thermal spring and the Nereidas fumarole. 
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5.3.3 Cross-Section C-C’ 

 

 

 

In cross-section C-C’, the Nereidas fumarole and well Nereidas-1 are shown. Like in the 

previous sections, the arrow to the left of the intermediate magma chamber indicates high 

temperature gases being input into the two-phase hydrothermal reservoir directly to the west 

of the chamber, and the vapor from the boiling two-phase reservoir feeding the Nereidas 

fumarole [84] [43]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4 Cross-section C-C’. The cross-section shows a slice going through the 

Nereidas fumarole and the shallow magma chamber of the NRV. 
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5.3.4 Conceptual Model and 3D model integration 

Presenting the conceptual model cross-sections within the permeability model 

hypothesis from Chapter 4.5.2 and gives a clearer view of the permeability zones, faulting 

and seismic centers and where they are in relation to the conceptual model. Being able to 

visualize the two models together provides the spatial context of the 3D model, which is not 

represented in a 2D cross-section. The conceptual model sections in relation to the 

permeability zones they intersect can be seen in Figure 5.5, with the permeability zones 

labelled numerically. The background for the images to follow has been changed to black to 

increase the contrast and enhance visibility of the conceptual model sections within the 3D 

model. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 proposes that permeable zone number 4 hosts the Botero Londoño spring, 

while permeable zone number 5 hosts the Nereidas fumarole. Re-visiting the conceptual 

cross-sections inset with the permeability zones suggests that permeable zone 5 provides an 

outlet to the geothermal reservoir. This is clearest seen in cross-sections B-B’ and C-C’ 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 The conceptual cross-section locations in the permeability model 
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 Chapter Conclusion 

 

From cross- sections taken from the 3D model of the NRV as developed in Chapter 4, a 

conceptual model is developed of the NRV. The conceptual model provides an integration 

of the current available geological, geophysical, and geochemical data regarding the NRV. 

In the context of this work, a conceptual model allows a greater representation of 

geochemical interpretation compared to the 3D model alone. The result of the conceptual 

modelling is a visualization of various working hypotheses regarding the subsurface 

magmatic and hydrothermal processes occurring in the NRV geothermal system, and the 

hypothesized relationships between them. The model displays a two-phase, temperature-

zoned hydrothermal system hosted by the NRV, as interpreted through geochemical studies, 

a magmatic intrusion system based on geophysical survey results, and hypothesized fluid 

movement as interpreted by previous studies (depicted by the flow arrows) [84] [67] [43] 

[80]. 

 

The conceptual cross-sections were placed back into the 3D model from which they were 

taken to be able to spatially visualize the sections in relation to other model components 

such as the seismic hypocenters, inferred permeability zones and faulting. From this, the 

inference of the best permeable outlets to reach the geothermal reservoir can be visualized 

and hypothesized. Ultimately, a more thorough understanding of the NRV geothermal 

system is provided from the combination of the conceptual and 3D model. 
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Chapter 6 

 

6Discussion 

 The 3D Model and Conceptual Model of the Nevado del 

Ruiz: Model Limitations 

 

An 3D model and conceptual model of the NRV was created, resulting in various 3D 

visualizations that overall integrate the available geological, geophysical, and geochemical 

data of the NRV and immediate surrounding area.  The application of these models resulted 

in: 

• A visualization of the relationships between the faulting, seismic, magmatic, and 

hydrothermal systems in relation to the surrounding geology 

• A platform to equally regard conflicting interpretations with other data, which in 

the case of NRV was its magma system orientation 

• A subsurface permeability model 

• Inferred reservoir location 

• Confirming and creating new hypothesis regarding the NRV geothermal system 

• Insight towards gaps in knowledge 

 

However, the models do not exist without limitations. The limitations of the models exist 

mainly due to the quality and limited quantity of the data available that was used in their 

creation.  The literature review presented a lot of overlap between the geological background 

information of the NRV, indicating that its history in literature is quite established.  In the 

case of advanced exploration, the collection of information is still in developing stages.  

Only a handful of studies in the realm of structural geology, geophysics and geochemistry 

exist, with few studies containing data that can be directly integrated into 3D modelling. 

 

6.1.1 Data Availability for Modelling 

Majority of the utilized numerical data was collected from literature and where there 

were no data available appropriate assumptions were made. This was especially relevant in 

the modelling of the faulting, where in the case there was no dip value found, the fault was 

assumed to be subvertical and modelled at 85-90˚. Important quantitative details, such as the 

degree of fault inclinations were difficult to obtain, and ground-truthing of the inclinations 

found in literature was not possible. A likely reason for this is because field work in this area 

is quite challenging as it is covered in dense vegetation. 

Thus, much of the fault subsurface expressions were interpreted based on the type of 
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fault, the movements that the fault was thought to exhibit, and the surrounding stress fields. 

In addition, the ages of the faults and their technical cross-cutting relationships are 

undetermined. Detailed fault characterization is imperative to the Nevado del Ruiz 

geothermal system, as its fracture system is the main source of permeability. Because of this, 

the faults must be characterized to as much detail as possible as they play a major role in the 

overall geothermal system. The major faulting in the area was portrayed in the models, 

however there are likely further complexities in the faulting network in which data is not yet 

available. In the context of this study this is indicated by the abundance of lineaments in the 

study area and the seismic data and permeability structure hypothesis as discussed in 

Sections 4.5.1.2 and 4.5.2. 

 

Further complexity that was not accounted for in the modelling is relevant for other 

components of both the 3D and conceptual models. For example, the portrayal of the 

lithology was generally simplified into three main lithological units. It is widely accepted in 

literature that the Quebradagrande complex is made up of both marine and volcanic members 

but was however modelled as just one lithologic unit. The same applies for the Quaternary 

deposits, as there are many different types of Quaternary deposits, and the Cajamarca 

Complex, which within it houses various plutons. Data was unavailable to characterize the 

subunits of the main lithological units, and thus the units were simplified and modelled as 

shown in Chapter 4. The models were created to portray available data, and as available data 

is limited, the model complexity is also limited. 

 

Another challenge that arose in the process of 3D model-making was encountering 

contradicting interpretations of model features within literature. Encountering these kinds of 

situations while reviewing the data indicates that the exploration of the NRV prospect is still 

in its early stages. Reviewing previous studies suggest that the exploration stage of the NRV 

is approaching the first stages of more advanced exploration into the geophysical and 

geochemical characteristics of the area.  Currently, there has just been one MT geophysical 

survey performed, and two geochemical surveys conducted in different areas, from the 

standpoint of publicly available data. 

 

The limited availability of data indicates that the surface and subsurface characterization 

in the NRV area is not yet complete. The addition of updated field measurements and 

ground-truthing data would increase the model’s usefulness, validity and value. It is relevant 

to consider that these studies may already exist but as confidential information belonging to 

private energy companies that are performing their own explorations of the NRV. Though 

this may be true, this study looks only at what can be concluded from publicized data about 

the Nevado del Ruiz. 

 

6.1.2 Filling Knowledge Gaps 

The construction of the models of the NRV allowed the identification of knowledge gaps 

that currently exist in the collection of public information.  These include aspects that can 

be re-assessed, verified, and can be focus areas for future study.  Filling the knowledge gaps 

with supporting data will provide more robust interpretations about the NRV geothermal 

system. 

 

Further fieldwork will enhance the structural characterization of the NRV and 
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surrounding area.  This is especially relevant in the area of the NRV where seismic activity 

and hot springs can be seen possibly delineating an undiscovered fault, as discussed 

previously in Section 4.5.1.2. An extensive field survey can ground-truth the inclinations of 

the faults, providing a more robust indication of the possible outlets of permeability. The 

next step would be conducting a soil-gas analysis especially in the areas outlined to be zones 

of permeability as discussed in Section 4.5.2. This is a method to reveal which faults are 

actually permeable, and not infilled by mineral deposits such as calcite. 

 

A continuation of field work may also add to the collection of geothermal manifestations 

such as thermal waters, fumaroles, and steaming and altered ground.  At this time there are 

only two thermal manifestations that indicate the potential of a high-enthalpy reservoir, them 

being the Botero Londoño Spring, and the Nereidas Fumarole discussed in Section 3.2.2, 

and displayed in both the 3D model and conceptual cross-sections. Locating more samples 

that upon analysis suggest a high-enthalpy reservoir would increase confidence in the 

hypothesis and enable its characterization in more detail. 

 

A second pass at a geophysical MT/TEM survey would provide data that would increase 

confidence in the inferred location of the geothermal reservoir, and provide further insight 

to the depths and locations of magmatic bodies.  The MT survey incorporated into the model 

and discussed in Section 3.2.1 had the soundings arranged around the NRV.  Data collection 

would be enhanced by arranging the soundings in an evenly gridded spacing. This will allow 

multiple cross-sections to be created from the resulting data in various orientations and using 

the cross-sections together can create a visualization that captures the spatial extent of the 

areas with lower resistivity over the area the survey is taken.  These lower-resistivity areas 

once interpreted will determine more precisely the locations and extents of the magma 

bodies, geothermal reservoir, and the subsurface alteration clay-cap, which is a characteristic 

of high-enthalpy geothermal systems.  The results of an extensive MT/TEM survey can also 

be the basis for subsurface temperature modelling. 

 

Further discussion on the future work recommendations for this project will be discussed 

in a later section. As more data is gathered and cross-referenced amongst different sources, 

interpretations of the NRV’s various systems will become more solidified, and the resulting 

models more accurate. The 3D model and conceptual model of the NRV at this time present 

an integrated visualization that will change with the emergence of new data and is useful for 

determining where gaps of understanding currently exist. 

 

 

 Modelling as an Interpretative Tool 

6.2.1 Limitations of Subsurface Modelling 

When looking realistically at subsurface characterization projects it is expected that there 

will be insufficient direct measurements that are required to create a subsurface model 

lacking uncertainty. Every model contains assumptions that limit its certainty and thus could 

limit its usefulness. Both 3D and conceptual models have similar limitations, as they are 

both ways to portray the subsurface. The main difference between them is that 3D models 

have a spatial dimension in which geo-objects can be viewed in relation to each other in 3D 
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space, while conceptual models are generally a 2D slice of a much larger area showing the 

relationships between the geo-objects and the surficial expressions of these objects. Despite 

their differences, to get the most out of both subsurface model types, it is of utmost 

importance to use high-quality, reliable data as the quality of the model is directly related to 

the quality of data that it was made with. Reliable, recent data from peer-reviewed studies 

will decrease uncertainty in the project. Models lacking data, or models using outdated data 

are quite limited, thus it is important to gather data regularly. 

 

3D and conceptual models consisting of good quality data can be useful in facilitating 

understanding within the various parts of complex geothermal systems. However, there are 

certainly limitations. Regardless of the quality and quantity of data input into a project, both 

3D and conceptual models cannot (in the realm of geothermal exploration): 

 

▪ Guarantee a successful exploration project 

▪ Predict success of drilling and well performance 

▪ Predict economic decisions 

▪ Predict operational or mechanical issues 

▪ Predict human error 

 

Though 3D and conceptual models cannot fulfil the listed objectives, they have the 

capability to guide them towards favorable results. However, it is important to remember 

that model limitations and uncertainties, if not kept at the forefront of the mind of the user 

and creator of a model may result in a situation where misplaced trust in a created model 

leads to decisions with unexpected and unfavorable results [89] [101]. This is because 

challenges remain to produce visualizations that clearly incorporate and display 

uncertainties in the finished product and thus there is always the potential risk that users will 

produce inaccurate products by combining diverse and complex data in ways that exceed 

the project scope and possibility [89]. Geological uncertainty in the context of this study 

refers to the lack of information in regard to geological features present within the area of 

interest, such as extent, geometry and relationships between other features [41]. Geological 

interpretation that is added by the geologist form a critical component in the creation of 

geological models but ultimately also cannot guarantee ultimate certainty and makes the 

model subject to human error [90]. It could be concluded at this time that 3D and conceptual 

models may be useful tools in geothermal exploration projects but cannot be shielded from 

uncertainty and will be inherently uncertain regardless of the processes and methods behind 

it. 

 

6.2.2 Advantages of Subsurface Modelling 

The existence of limitations does not hinder 3D and conceptual modelling to be an 

extremely useful tool for various forms of subsurface exploration. Having a visualization for 

reference is highly beneficial and valuable, especially when there are various disciplines 

working on the same project. 3D models are described by mathematical functions, allowing 

the easy translation of data into a form that is appropriate for the end user and thus being 

readily accessible to different practitioners associated in the energy industry [90]. 

Conceptual models, in turn, provide a focused visual depicting the relationships that exist 

between geo-objects in the subsurface by displaying the movement of fluids through the 

system. When a conceptual model is created from a 3D model, it results in a focused visual 
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that integrates both qualitative and quantitative data, further enhancing the users 

understanding. 

 

As an exploration project progresses, there are a need for individuals outside the 

traditional geoscientific community, such as investors, economists, and politicians, to have 

access to geoscientific information [102]. This has made it necessary to change the way 

geological information is presented and interpreted, so that all disciplines that become 

involved in decision-making are able to have a common base of understanding. The benefit 

of a 3D geological model over a more traditional 2D geological map is that it allows the user 

to visualize in spatial context the complex relationships of geo-objects in the area of interest 

[101]. Thus, a 3D visualization can provide an agglomeration of knowledge that can 

facilitate rapid understanding of geological concepts, in turn catalyzing meaningful 

discussions across different disciplines to result in new ideas and prospects. 

 

3D and conceptual modelling provide a platform in which to compile and critically 

examine different forms of geoscientific data, and in doing so offers insight to where 

information is missing, incomplete, or outdated. From here, the following steps of the project 

can be determined likely concentrating on areas where the subsurface behavior is known to 

be complex, or where it has been discovered that data is lacking [101].  Additionally, 3D 

and conceptual modelling also allow a medium for the cross-referencing of different data 

that is available. 

 

If the model is digitized like in a 3D model, updates are easily integrated when new 

information is available, and is easily accessible through a desktop computer. Furthermore, 

having a medium where data can be agglomerated can provide indication as to the stage of 

the project and whether it is ready to move forward with exploration drilling or whether 

more data needs to be collected. Geothermal projects are generally considered as high-risk 

projects due to the fact that at the early stages there is a lot of uncertainty about the resource 

characteristics that cannot be easily observed [88]. This high-risk profile makes it difficult 

to attract the necessary financing for geothermal prospect development [88]. The 

relationship between geothermal project risk, bankability, and cumulative cost is shown 

below in Figure 6.1 [103]. 
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As can be seen in Figure 6.1, the highest risks are taken in the first three phases of a 

geothermal project. However, once the project has surpassed these first phases, it then needs 

a considerable amount more of capital to continue. It is strongly thought that the quality of 

exploration work prior to the Test Drilling Phase is a critical factor to reducing risk in a 

geothermal project and making it more attractive to investors [88].  Ultimately, 3D and 

conceptual modelling are tools used in the exploration phase which if done with high quality 

information has potential to drastically reduce risk of the project as it moves towards the 

Test Drilling Phase. 

 

Perhaps most importantly, advances in 3D and conceptual modelling technology not only 

provides the geoscientist with innovative ways to present geoscientific information and 

lower risk in a project, but also allows it to be easily accessible through a desktop computer 

where the model can be updated easily when new data becomes available [101]. In this way, 

the 3D model created will retain its value throughout the whole project, and likely even when 

the project has been completed. 

 

 Future Work 

The purpose of this study was to create the best possible 3D and conceptual model of the 

NRV given the available public data, using Leapfrog Geothermal modelling software by 

Seequent. The results of the study successfully address the need for a visualization of the 

NRV providing both a 3D and conceptual model of the NRV geothermal system. The 

NRV 

Figure 6.1 A visual showing the relationship between the project risk, 

cumulative cost, and the bankability of a geothermal project. As the risk of a 

geothermal project decreases, the cost to continue with the project and its 

bankability increases. The red dashed line suggests the stage of the NRV 

geothermal project, based solely upon public information available. Source: 

[103] 
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compilation of available data into the resulting models provides an indication of the 

necessary data that would more accurately characterize the geothermal system of NRV and 

progress the exploration phase of the prospect. Opportunities are available for future studies 

and projects for the area in the realms of geology, geophysics and geochemistry.  

 

Obtaining more data in the area of geothermal interest would be the first step to further 

validate and build upon the 3D and conceptual models. A progressive starting point in further 

studies of the NRV would be the conduction of field work to further characterize the faulting 

systems, as currently the availability of this information is limited. As the fault systems are 

the main source of permeability in the NRV’s geothermal system, it is imperative that they 

are characterized to the highest degree of detail possible. Understanding the subsurface 

inclinations of active faults will be important to future drilling projects. Field work may take 

time, however, as it can be difficult to gather data in the area of interest as it is not easily 

accessible and is mostly covered in dense vegetation. A technique that may be effective in 

acquiring faulting information in rather inaccessible environments is the Gravity 

Geophysical Method which measures the subsurface density contrasts of geological 

structures. This may provide a way to indicate faulting in areas that are difficult to access.  

Ultimately, increasing the collection of fault characterization data will require strategies for 

effective data gathering, which will take time, equipment, people, and capital. 

 

The results of this thesis suggest that the hydrothermal and magmatic systems of the 

NRV are not yet fully understood, and the available studies of these systems are currently 

limited in regard to integration into a 3D model. As the understanding of these systems are 

imperative to successful geothermal exploration, future studies focused in these realms 

require prioritization. Studies in the format of formal geophysical MT and seismic 

tomography surveys of the NRV and the surrounding area will support further understanding 

of the hydrothermal reservoir and heat sources that drive the geothermal processes of the 

NRV. The data that would result from the studies would be able to validate the current 

interpretations of the hydrothermal and magmatic components of the NRV, forming more 

robust conclusions about these important geothermal systems and a better understanding of 

the subsurface. 

 

As geochemical data of the NRV is also currently quite limited, other options for future 

work may be the development of more extensive geochemical studies. This may incorporate 

field work to search for more high-temperature surface manifestations such as fumaroles 

and altered, steaming ground. As these manifestations are tested in the laboratory, from the 

results more detailed interpretations could be made about the nature of the geothermal 

reservoir. Further geochemical studies could eventually lead to the creation of a detailed and 

updated hydrothermal model to map the fluid pathways in the subsurface and show their 

relations to observes high-temperature surface manifestations. 

 

3D and conceptual modelling is a platform for data integration and interpretation, but 

also acts as a foundation for more complex modelling. Other kinds of models useful for 

geothermal exploration benefit from having a 3D and conceptual model as their base. 

Examples include geophysical resistivity modelling, temperature modelling, heat-flow 

modelling and reservoir modelling.  The 3D model can also be tested with a numerical 

model, which is useful in the drilling and production stages of a geothermal project. 
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 Conclusion 

A 3D and conceptual model of the Nevado del Ruiz geothermal system was created by 

integrating publicly available geological, geophysical and geochemical data. The models 

provided a platform to view what is currently understood about the NRV’s lithological, 

structural, magmatic, seismic, and hydrothermal systems. The relationships between these 

systems facilitate the understanding of the NRV as a prospect from which to produce 

geothermal energy. 

 

This study has gone to show that even with limited data, subsurface modelling is possible 

and can quite useful for facilitating understanding and presentation of a geothermal prospect, 

especially when considering the various disciplines involved in the energy sector. It is 

important to ensure that the data used to create subsurface models is of both good quality 

and quantity as the incorporation of reliably sourced data will increase the validity and 

confidence in the created models. This increases the value of the models in decision-making 

and risk mitigation regarding further geothermal exploration. Furthermore, this study 

indicates the stage of the geothermal exploration from the standpoint of available public 

data. With this allows future study opportunities to increase the subsurface characterization 

of the NVR for the prospect of geothermal production. Increasing the collection of recent 

data to update the 3D and conceptual models would only enhance the model’s capability as 

a decision-making tool for the geothermal exploration of the NRV. 

 

As with any exploration project, there are certainly barriers to consider especially for a 

high-impact project that is the first of its kind. Capital for more advanced exploration such 

as exploration drilling is a common barrier in geothermal exploration studies, as it is the 

most expensive and high-risk part of an exploration project. Without foreign investment or 

government assistance, it may be difficult for Colombia to access their geothermal potential. 

Though capital is a significant barrier, other barriers exist that hinder the implementation of 

geothermal energy. Examples of this may be a lack of industry and academic interest, lack 

of local geoscientists geared towards geothermal studies, lack of policy and regulation of 

geothermal energy, privatization of scientific information, and social acceptance. Since 

geothermal is a relatively new prospect compared to conventional oil, natural gas, and in 

Colombia’s case, hydropower, it requires a much higher level of social acceptance and has 

more barriers than other energy sources that have already been employed. Local and foreign 

social, political and academic support and co-operation may provide the push that 

geothermal energy requires to be implemented in Colombia. 

 

The subsurface modelling that has been completed for this area is a significant aid to 

understand the geothermal systems of the NRV, in terms of power potential and risk. Ideally, 

as the models are further developed, they will be a useful tool to decrease exploration risks 

and associated costs as the geothermal exploration develops. From a geoscientific 

standpoint, Colombia has great potential for successful implementation of geothermal 

energy into their energy mix. There are socio-political, market, and community barriers that 

exist to this becoming a reality, and thus developing the right socio-political environment to 

surpass these boundaries are as important as further characterizing the geothermal resources 

of Colombia. 
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